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Building projects approved 
by Janet Lootens 
One spark left ashes; another has 
spread into a multi-building project 
which should meet college needs for 
several decades. 
On Jan. 22 and 23 the Board of Trastees 
approved a plan for campus development 
which will cost approximately $9,300,000 
and will require an estimated 2 4 years 
for completion. The plan includes con-
struction of an earth-sheltered building 
on the Carnegie Gymnasium site, 
renovation of the DeWitt Cultural Center, 
expansion of Van Zoeren Library, and 
renovation of the Sligh building. 
As President Gordon Van Wylen ex-
plained, what has been approved is the 
design concept. Now that the resolutions 
have been adopted, the administration 
can prepare working drawings for the 
projects and begin raising funds. 
However, until sufficient funds have been 
committed, no construction will begin. 
Alden B. Dow Associates, the architects 
commissioned for the construction of the 
Dow Health and Physical Education 
Center and the expanded Phelps Dining 
Hall, have developed the plans for the 
ea r th - she l t e r ed bui lding, DeWitt 
renovation and Van Zoeren expansion. 
Plans for the Sligh renovation have been 
provided by Design Plus Associates. 
The earth-sheltered building, an un-
derground structure the roof of which will 
be landscaped with trees and sidewalks, 
will cost approximately $4,100,000. The 
46,000 square feet of the building will 
provide office space for the education 
department, including its curriculum 
library and media center, and office 
space for the economics and business 
administration department. 
Remaining space will be occupied by 
classrooms, a bookstore twice the size of 
the Hope-Geneva Bookstore, and possibly 
a student lounge utilizing light from the 
building's skylight. 
One advantage of the earth-sheltered 
building is that it will be approximately 
40% more energy-efficient than a normal 
above-ground structure. Also, there will 
be three entry-ways that will provide 
underground access from and to DeWitt, 
Phelps and Lubbers, with a ramp ex-
tending to second floor Lubbers. 
The Carnegie site was chosen because 
with the underground building the 
campus will be less cluttered. Increased 
open area will enhance aesthetic appeal. 
This is a major reason why the college 
decided against building an above-ground 
structure on the Van Raalte lot. 
Both Carnegie and Columbia Cottage 
will be demolished in order to build on the 
proposed site. While it will remain at its 
present location, the Physical Plant will 
be screened to make it more attractive. 
Also, the greenhouse south of Lubbers 
will be replaced by a small plaza. 
DeWitt will continue to house ad-
ministrative offices, but plans for 
renovation will facilitate centralizing 
student activities. Estimated cost for 
renovation is $1,900,000. Van Wylen ex-
plained that the plan includes using the 
lower level for student activities, the f i r s t , 
level for student services, and the second 
level for administration. 
The basement patio of DeWitt, which 
receives little usage, will be t ransformed 
into a two-story glass-enclosed Kletz, Pit 
and Ballroom area. Floor space will be 
double the size of the existing Kletz. The 
vacated Kletz will be floored over and 
used for administrative offices and 
possibly for the admissions department. 
The old bookstore will also be occupied by 
administrative offices. 
As Van W;ylen noted, however, space 
has not been committed yet. Prior to any 
office assignments, input will be heard 
from students and faculty members. 
The expansion project for Van Zoeren 
will add 14,000 square feet to the existing 
28,000 square feet. Expansion will be 
towards Graves Place and College 
Avenue, but will not interfere with the 
Admissions House. Five thousand square 
feet of this area will house the new 
c o m p u t e r c e n t e r A p p r o x i m a t e costs for 
the expans ion total $2,600,000. 
Renovation of the recently acquired 
Sligh Furniture building will cost roughly 
$700,000. The art department will be the 
recipient of the space, part of which will 
be used by the maintenance department, 
now located in the Rusk building. Once 
these departments have moved to Sligh 
the college plans to sell the Rusk building. 
Aside from these major plans, several 
other projects are under consideration. 
One is to make available additional 
parking space on the periphery of the 
campus, beyond the railroad tracks. 
Another is the renaming of the 12th Street 
area to commemorate Van Raalte. 
Although no name has been chosen. Van 
Wylen suggested it would be similar to 
"Varr Raalte Memorial P laza ." An ap-
propriate plaque would be designed for 
the area. 
College-owned property on 14th Street 
south of Dow is the proposed site of a 24-
unit student apar tment complex. The 
complex would provide housing for an 
additional 96 students, and the earliest 
this approximately $1,000,000 project 
would be completed is a year from now. 
Van Wylen stated that the rationale for 
more housing is twofold. Marginal cot-
tages, those in poor condition, are 
scheduled to come down as part of the 
beautification plan. Also, Van Wylen feels 
that in the past the college has been too 
tight in providing ample housing. 
Inflation at Hope 
by Craig Potter Sinclair Antioch ($7,600), Albion ($6,515) and 
Next year will see a 14 percent increase others brought last year 's average up to 
in tuition at Hope, from $5,775 to $6,908. This is more than Hope's tuition 
$6,600.The high ra te of inflation and the will be next year. 
rising cost of living are blamed for the Next year 's tuition will be broken down 
increase. i n t 0 three parts: actual tuition will be 
In the year 1980-1981, Hope's tuition was $4,490, board wijl be $1,210, and room will 
far less than all other GLCA colleges, be $870. Among these figures is one 
Last year ' s tuition was the only one in the positive note — activities will remain at 
group under $6,000. Kalamazoo ($6,747). $30. 
tmmm 
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President Gordon Van Wylen shows off the plans for the new earthen structure which 
will give the campus an aesthetic face-lift, (photo by Lora Rector) 
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By Kristen Ver Steeg 
44Reach out, reach out and touch 
someone. Reach out, call up and just say 
hi . . . " Pretty catchy tune, huh? Just 
thinking about it makes you want to jump 
right up and call Mom and Dad to tell 
them how much you miss them. 
But have you ever really looked closely 
at that commercial? All the people in it 
a re smiling and laughing! Do you know 
why? They're smiling because they don't 
go to Hope. They can call anyone at any 
time without worrying about how to bill 
the call. It 's automatically billed to them. 
*
4But why can't we do that?" the 
students whine. Seek no more, students, 
the answer is here! The first obstacle jn 
the Direct Outward Dial (DOD) system 
arises with the listing of a number under 
a student's name. When a student moves 
to another room or leaves for the sum-
mer . the number is still listed under, and 
billed to, that person. (If you think 
changing things in Hope's computer is 
bad, just try Michigan Bell.) 
The second obstacle is strictly finan-
cial. Students would probably be charged 
with at least a $50 deposit fee, refundable 
if the account is in good standing upon 
discontinuation. There is also a cost to the 
college to alter phone capabilities in each 
room. 
But there is one more reason why we 
won't see the DOD system adopted at 
Hope during our lifetime. They tried it 
once. Yes! You read it right! Hope 
lowered that veil of conservatism and got 
royally burned. It seems that the college 
tested the DOD system in certain 
fraternity houses on campus in the early 
70s. I will not even attempt to discuss the 
wisdom of this strategic move on the part 
of the college. 
The bill that was left at the end of the 
year would put the National Debt to 
shame. Because there was no way for 
Michigan Bell to trace each individual 
call to a caller, You-Know-Who was left 
holding the bill. So let's see a show of 
hands of those students who would like 
their tuition raised by several million 
dollars to ensure that a DOD system will 
net bankrupt the college. Let's see the 
hands of those who would like another 
option. 
Option number two is fairly simple. 
Because of the new inward dial system, 
you can now charge the call to yourself. 
Simply dial 7-0-area code and number. 
Tell the operator that you'd like to charge 
the call to the number written on your 
phone. Hope will charge you one dollar 
for this service. And because you used an 
operator, Michigan Bell makes money 
too. See, now everybody's happy! 
What! You're not happy? You say you'd 
be happy to pay the extra buck but you 
can't even get an outside line? Don't 
worry, your troubles are over, the good 
part is coming up. 
THE GOOD PART: It has been 
decreed by the powers that be: "If thou 
canst not get an outside line, it is per-
missible and even advisable to call the 
operator, who will cheerfully obtain one 
for thee." — that sounds official enough to 
me. 
"Reach out, reach out and touch 
someone" . . . there 's that pesky song 
again! Now that you know what you're 
doing, go call Mom and Dad and charge 
the call to yourself. Or charge it to your 
folks' credit card or home number. Or 
* call collect. 
Or better yet, write a letter. 
An exploration of lire at 
the Salvation Army 
by Barb Powe & Anne Brown
 # 
Last weekend two intrepid anchor 
reporters, garbed in trench coats, 
decided to take the road less traveled — 
not the path that ended at the door of 
Burger King, but one that terminated at 
another pot of gold, the Salvation Army 
Store. 
They found the Red Shield Store on 
West Eighth Street, across from the Civic 
Center. Its cloudy window framed a five-
foot-tall plastic plant, whose leaves 
resembled those of some genus of 
mari juana, and a proud young man-
nequin with dark hair (not your typical 
Dutch mannequin), robed in a draping, 
dove white cape and topped with a 
Russian bear fur hat that accentuated her 
inch-long starched eyelashes — long and 
fake enough to put any prostitute to 
shame. 
Next to that typical homemaker rested 
an antique treadle Singer sewing 
machine. But beyond this miscellaneous 
menagerie lay a bargainer 's bonanza. 
Upon entering we were immediately 
confronted by the lingerie department. 
Yes, even the Salvation Army Store deals 
in unmet ionab les . All kinds of 
unimaginables filled the racks, from 
semi-pristine tank T-shirts, the type 
German men from the old country might 
wear, , to a flamboyant pink ruffly 
negligee. Sorry, guys, no boxer shorts 
printed with red hearts. 
Next we came to the sporting goods 
section. A hockey stick, skis and poles 
Curry attends conference 
Earl Curry, associate professor of 
history, recently attended a conference 
on Eurosocialism and America. The 
conference was held in .Washington, D.C. 
and was sponsored by the Institute of 
Democratic Socialism, of which Curry is 
a member. 
According to Curry, "The news coming 
out of Washington these days consists 
chiefly of journalistic gush praising the 
glitter and the hard edges of the new 
Reagan team and solemnly counseling 
that we give military spending, war on 
bureaucratic 'bloat* and 'that old time 
religion' a chance to save the nation from 
economic, political and moral ruin." 
Curry added that ' i t is refreshing that 
my visit took me to intellectual and social 
corners of the nation's capitol where such 
views and concerns were regarded as 
unlikely to lead to international stability 
and economic and political recovery." 
The conference placed before nearly 
3000 delegates "a critical analysis'of the 
economic and political crises faced by 
Am.ericans, and some democratic and 
socialist solutions to them," said fo 
Curry. A main question addressed by 
speakers was how to deliver the 
Democratic Socialist message to a 
constituency unused to it and fearful of it. 
According to Curry, "Democratic 
Socialism is a sane, sober and com-
passionate effort to unite low- and middle-
income Americans behind a program of 
tax justice and wealth distribution, 
s e x u a l a n d r a c i a l e q u a l i t y , 
democratically planned investment for 
the revival of industry and the 
development of new sources of energy, 
the renewal of our cities and improved 
public services." 
HOUSE OF COIFFURES 
ByL&M 
Home of the Hair Styling Specialists 
$100 Off Haircuts 
$500 Off Perms 
With Hope IDHAppolntments Only 
• » 
Ask about our wash & wear Perms 
• Advanced Styling 
^Shaping •Blow Dry Styling 
73 W. 8th (West of Tower Clock) 
Curry hopes that some of what he 
learned at the conference can in time be 
conveyed to the Hope campus. He would 
like to correct some impressions 
Americans have of socialism as it has 
been practiced in Europe. Said Curry, 
"When Americans think of Eurosocialism 
at all, it is usually to point a finger at the 
shortcomings of the welfare state. This 
leaves an unbalanced and inaccurate-
impression." 
Leading spokesmen for the Democratic 
Socialist parties of Western Europe 
addressed the conference. Olaf Palme, 
former Pr ime Minister of Sweden and 
currently a United Nations mediator in 
the war between Iran and Iraq, was the 
keynote speaker. Joop den Uyl, former 
Pr ime Minister of the Netherlands; Tony 
Benn, a leader of Great Britain's Labour 
Par ty ; Willy Brandt, former Chancellor 
of West Germany and a leader of that 
country's Social Democrats, and Fran-
cois Mitterand, theTDemocratic Socialist 
candidate for the presidency of France, 
also.addressed the conference. 
American Democratic Socialists ad-
dressing the conference included Ron 
Dellums, a California congressman; 
Gloria Steinem, feminist and editor of 
"Ms." magazine; and William Win-
pinsinger, president of the International 
Machinists Union. Presiding over the 
conference was Michael Harrington, a 
leading American Democratic Socialist.-
(poles only $3.50) lay on the floor looking 
lonely and unwanted, next to an ar-
thritic's bowling ball (a factory mistake 
made the finger holes impossible to 
grasp). But the prize was a Spalding 
tennis racket which was priced at the low 
price of 50 cents. So what if its wooden 
f rame is losing its grip on several of the 
broken strings — it's still a Spalding. 
You women who have had a recent 
candlelight may be interested in the Red 
Shield's household department. A teapot 
for a buck, a toaster for $4, and a mixer 
for $7 were only a few of the treasures, 
which also included plastic plates, hair 
dryers, curtains, furnace filters, lamps 
(with and without lampshades), and, last 
but not least, glassware that was either 
crystal or the good (and we mean good) 
imitation stuff Kroger used to give away 
with a $20 purchase of groceries. 
And now what you've all been waiting 
for: the collegiate section for all you 
collegiates trying to make ends meet. It 
you came to risk being referred to as 
"behind the t imes , " an e lec t r ic 
illuminated Pepsi clock, a relic of the 
Pepsi generation, can be all yours. Other 
finds included formals for only $2 (a bit 
late for Winter Fantasia) , bedspreads, 
and a fishbowl for only one measley 
dollar. 
An absolute bargain was a lightning 
blue L-shaped couch for $40. A desk could 
easily be axed out to make room for this 
corner sofa but it still might be rejected 
by hot-blooded students who would find 
the 45-degree bend a bit unaccomodating 
for those, shall we say, uh, intimate, 
starry Saturday night encounters of 
sweet surrender. Hmmmmm? But, hey! 
For casual visitations it would be quite a 
spacesaver . 
Stacks of tapes and records were also 
for sale. They certainly weren't the latest 
of new wave but there were some choice 
cuts, such as Janis Ian, Steppenwolf, the 
Osmonds, the Lettermen, the Fifth 
Dimension, and the Bee Gees, still trying 
to "s.tay alive" in the world of funk and 
punk. Oldies but not so goodies in the 
stack of records included the hits of the 
Andrews Sisters on an rpm somewhere 
between 45 and 33. 
Swivel chairs, a great accessory for 
any dorm room, were a steal at $4 and 
$10. Maybe they weren't fashionably 
color-coordinated in earth tones, like 
Herman Miller swivels, but they were 
quite comfortable. 
Clothes bargains included a new 
shipment of wool coats for $3 each, ties 
(striped but wide, a las) , wing-tipped 
shoes (size 13A, alas), and Jacobson 
pinstriped suits a la A1 Capone, sized to fit 
Lurch. 
And just in time for Valentine's Day, 
dozens of f lowers r ang ing f rom 
geraniums to roses were on sale for a 
mere pittance. Perhaps they were 
somewhat dusty but nothing a little hot 
water couldn't spruce up to make a 
thoughtful bouquet for that Josephine 
Prospect. 
The Salvation Army's Red Shield store 
is open 8 to 5, Monday through Saturday, 
and during these times you, too, may 
experience encounters of the second-hand 
kind. 
J.L. MURPHY HAIRSTYLING 
Men's and Women's 
Haircuts $6 
Perms $25-$30 
2 blocks from 
Hope College 
392-6200 
39 W. 10th 
At River Ave. 
Woodrow Wilson scholar to arrive 
Simon Bourgin a master of 
o 
w 
CO 
Simon Bourgin, who has been billed 
as " a jack of all trades . . . a master of 
all ," will speak on a wide variety of 
topics next week on the Hope campus. 
Bourgin has served in positions in-
cluding foreign correspondent for Time 
& Life, NBC. and CBS; chief of 
Newsweek's Los Angeles bureau; 
assistant to the president of the Rand 
Corporation; science policy advisor to 
the United States Information Agency; 
deputy director of public a f fa i r s with 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; 
and senior advisor in the Office of the 
Coordinator for the United Nations 
Conference on Science and Technology, 
State Department . 
The following is a chart of the t imes 
and places he will be speaking next 
week. 
Monday, Feb. 2 
11:30 a.m.-12:20 p.m. - "Science as 
Villain — Changing Relationships 
Between Science and the Public" — 
PEALE 243 
2:30-3:20 p.m. — "Corporate Bribery 
Overseas — A U.S. D i l e m m a ' — 
CHAPEL 14 
Tuesday, Feb. 3 
9:30-10:50 a .m. - "The Washington 
Press Corps at Work' ' — LUBBERS 201 
11 a m — "Nuclear Power — Can We 
Live With I t 9 " — Community hour 
lecture, WICHERS AUDITORIUM 
Noon — Informal luncheon with 
students — PHELPS CAFETERIA 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - "The Seventh 
Continent: A Personal Experience in 
Antarct ica" (illustrated) — PEALE050 
Wednesday. Feb. 4 
9-9:50 a .m. — "The North-South 
Conflict: Developing vs. Industrialized 
Countries" - DOW CENTER 203 
11:30-12:20 p.m. — "The Presump-
tuous Press : A Look at the Media 
T o d a y " - L U B B E R S 201 
1:30-2:20 p.m. — "The Poisoning of 
A m e r i c a ? Cont ro l l ing C h e m i c a l 
Wastes" - PHYSICS-MATH 117 
4-5 p.m. — Tea for students and 
faculty at Van Zoeren Library — VAN 
ZOEREN ROOM 
Thursday. Feb. 5 
11 a.m. — "Human Rights and U.S. 
Foreign Policy: Carter vs. Reagan" — 
Community hour lecture. WICHERS 
AUDITORIUM 
3:30-4.30 p.m. — "Science Fiction — 
Science Li terature or F a d ? " — LUB-
BERS LOFT (fourth floor lounge) 
— "Antarc t ica" — 
Friday, Feb. •> 
8-8:50 a m . 
PEALE 035 
1:30-2:20 p m. - "Appropr i a t e 
Technologies for Developing Coun-
t r ies" - LUBBERS 111 
Faculty and students are invited to 
attend any or all of the classroom and 
public lectures listed on this schedule. 
Community hour lectures on Tuesday 
and Thursday a r e open to the general 
public. 
Fur the r information can be obtained 
from Jacob E. Nyenhuis. dean for the 
ar ts and humanities, Lubbers 308, e x t 
2180. 
U.S. - Soviet relations 
bv Jon Jellenia 
"The only ma jo r change in U.S.-Soviet 
relat ions," opened G. Larry Penrose, 
associate professor of history, "has been 
the fence built to keep North American 
polar bears f rom mating with Mishka, the 
Olympic mascot ." Perhaps a cage would 
have been cheaper. But the point remains 
well made : there has been an absence of 
change in our relations. U.S.-Soviet 
relations are the prisoner of historical 
precedents of centuries past, part of 
Penrose 's theme at a Humanities 
Col loquium en t i t l ed "U.S . -Sov ie t 
Relations," held Jan. 21 at 3:15 p.m. 
Traditionally, the sources of Soviet 
aggression have been analyzed through 
an examination of the obvious. As we do, 
the Soviets seek to protect the revolution 
at home by spreading it abroad. An ac-
centuating factor is the dogma of Marx-
Leninism, which provides a philosophical 
justification for Soviet expansion. 
Penrose prefer red to delve more 
deeply. As a specialist on the Inner Asian 
peoples, he approached the question f rom 
a psychohistorical angle. 
Rising f rom a millennium of demon-
strable inferiority amid the menace of 
invasion, the Russian mentality is one 
plagued by insecurity and suspicion. 
Today this perception festers in an en-
vironment of food shortages, a declining 
bir thrate and a continuing identity crisis. 
Unsuccessful in economics and f rus t ra ted 
in imperialism, the Russians appear even 
today quite barbarous in contrast to 
Europe. It is these insecurities which 
demand the production of tanks and 
missiles, but they cannot be compensated 
for by any number of weapons. 
Afghanistan was a manifestation of this 
Russian mentali ty. In Penrose ' s words, it 
was an invasion by a backward, insecure, 
yet powerful behemoth whose territorial 
integrity was threatened. 
In the 1920s one of the last of the nomad 
peoples, the Uzbeks, fled into AfghanisUn 
af ter repeatedly resisting the imposition 
of Soviet authority. When coupled with 
the r is ing tide of Moslem F u n -
damental ism, an example was required 
to se rve the purpose of genera l 
deterrence. For a puppet regime on the 
Soviet per imeter to fall would only fuel 
instability elsewhere. 
To tread a bit far ther along this path of 
reasoning one would arr ive at a quite 
unpromising prognosis for Poland. There 
the very root of Soviet power, the control 
of labor, is facing a growing challenge by 
long-time Russian adversar ies . 
Citing Theodore vonLaue's work. "Why 
Lenin, Why Stalin," Penrose offered a 
provocative insight into the nature of the 
Bolshevik revolution. In essence, it was 
the greatest anti-imperialist, nationalist 
revolution ever. Without it. the Russian 
culture would have been swallowed up by 
the more advanced Western world. 
Blessed by unique historical cir-
cumstances . the United States is the 
zenith of western civilization. We a re the 
golden model by which other nations 
measure their development. But the 
s tandard we have attained can never be 
duplicated. 
The origin of the Soviet a r m s build-up 
and the Afghani invasion resides in an 
o m n i p r e s e n t R u s s i a n i n secu r i t y 
exacerbated by an often invidious 
comparison with the West. Here lies the 
real enigma: how can these insecurities 
be relieved? 
Obviously it is a problem of burgeoning 
proportions, one which cannot be solved 
by a few treat ies or an executive 
agreement or two. Rather , it is more one 
of a history rooted in mutual cultural 
hostility. It is debatable whether the work 
of history can be refinished. Can we 
somehow break the mold in which we find 
ourselves and the Soviets? In any case, a 
cure must be taken with the medicine of 
time. 
Penrose exhibited an acu t e un-
derstanding of the Russian mind, well-
steeped in profundity. No a t tempt was 
made at verbosity, which kept ea rs in 
tune arid questions at a healthy 
frequency. Lubbers loft offered standing 
room only. 
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The Woodrow Wilson visiting scholar, Simon Bourgin. scheduled tospeak Feb. 2-«. 
Organist to perform 
The music depar tment will present 
organist Hew Lewis in concert Sunday. 
Feb. 1 at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial 
Chapel. 
most of his formal education in Great 
Britain before moving to the United 
States to become a graduate student a t 
the University of Michigan. He was organ 
scholar at Emmanua l College at Cam-
bridge University and holds the per-
forming and teaching diplomas of the 
royal College of Music in London and the 
Royal Academy of Music (ARCM and 
FRCO). Following his work at the 
University of Michigan he has studied 
privately with the renowned American 
organist Catharine Crozier. 
Shortly af ter taking up residence in the 
United States, Lewis entered the National 
Organ-Playing Competition held annually 
in Fort Wayne, IN, and. wes unanimously 
declared the winner. He has since per-
formed widely in the United States and 
continues to be highly regarded as a 
ma jo r recitalist in Great Britain, where 
he has made frequent national radio 
per formance broadcasts . 
Lewis teaches organ at Wayne State 
University in Detroit and is himself a 
concert organist of rapidly grovang 
recognition. He is also music director at 
St. John ' s Episcopal Church and of the 
Detroit Bach Society, and has served as 
dean of the Detroit chapter of the 
American Guild of Organists. 
He was born in Wales and received 
At the comer 
of 9t^ 4 Centrtrf 
396-5385 
Men.-Sot. 
Open at 7 A.M. 
Sunday 
open at 10:30 A.M. 
\ Breal 
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Turn Your Day Around 
with 
kfast, Lunch and J 
nner S p e c i a l t y / 
I a. Views on feminism 
Feminism and sexism. Our 
attitudes about these two related 
and all-pervasive concepts have 
re without scrutiny or ussion for too long. It's hot 
that we don't think or talk about 
feminism and sexism; they touch 
in some way our attitudes about 
anvthing we do. We do, however, 
refuse to realize exactly what we 
are talking about much too often. 
r 
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nected with, gender. It's 
ingrained; much of it is unin-
tended. However, we must work 
in order to overcome sexism. 
Feminism is more difficult to 
define. But it is for all in-
dividuals, certainly not just 
women. Sad but true, both men 
and women stand to lose from 
sexist behavior. Everyone would 
be healthier and happier if all 
were viewed as individuals. 
A simple beginning for 
linking about feminism can be 
to equate it with humanism. Men 
Individuals do think about 
sexism and feminism. However, 
often the thinking is done in 
others' philosophies or how each 
individual's philosophy affects 
another. Ana others' thoughts 
isolation, without considering 
n 
i L 
can be instrumental in molding 
our own. How many of us can, 
even to ourselves, articulate a 
comprehensive philosophy on 
feminism? We each need a 
framework upon which to build 
everyday decisions and 
judgments about affirmative 
action, roles in relationships, 
sexist l anguage . . . . 
Individuals do talk about 
sexism and feminism — over 
coffee in the Kletz, in the dorm 
late at night, and in the 
classroom. In our contemporary 
culture, these are issues which 
everyone must either confront or 
work diligently to ignore. At 
Hope, we make sexism much too 
easy to ignore and feminism 
much to difficult to cultivate. 
Have you ever felt alone in 
assessing ideas or behavior as 
sexist? Have you ever felt 
someone would think less of you 
if you called yourself a feminist? 
Have you ever been subject to 
discrimination based on gender, 
whether you are a man or a 
woman? Or have you seen a 
member of the opposite sex 
receive preferred treatment? 
How often have you called 
someone, or been called, a 
"girl," which translates into 
"female student?" She's a 
woman. If female students are 
not women at 18, or at 22. exactly 
when does womanhood begin, 
and what does it entail? 
Sexism is an easy word to 
define. It's people — men and 
women — making decisions and 
maintaining attitudes based on 
gender differences, about 
qualities in individuals which 
have nothing to do with, or at 
least are not necessarily con-
and women must cultivate an 
attitude concentrating on unique 
individuals, rather than con-
centrating on expectations based 
on traditional sex roles. 
Each Individual should work 
toward an understanding of 
femin ism independent ly . 
However, more than in other 
facets of one's philosophy on life, 
it is important to consider others' 
a t t i t udes . Unders tand ing 
another's views on feminism is 
an excellent way to develop and 
challenge your own. Confusion 
concerning feminism might be 
clarified by asking someone else 
about his or her viewpoint. 
In the Jan. 22 anchor, a 
commentary by Bruce Tanis 
entitled "Categorizing, for men, 
mostly" delineated some sexist 
stereotyping which is un-
fortunately common at Hope. 
Perhaps we should not express 
our stereotyping, realizing that 
stereotyping can be damaging 
and that by articulating our 
stereotypes, we might reinforce 
someone else's. 
How did you react when you 
read Tanis' conceptions? In-
sulted? Entertained? We urge 
you to carefully examine that 
r e s p o n s e . C o n s i d e r sex 
stereotyping and its im-
plications. Use your response in 
developing a personal in-
terpretation of feminism. 
Some find this topic funny, or 
ridiculous, or insignificant. If you 
think so, re-examine your per-
spective. Feminism and sexism 
are concepts which permeate 
every facet of human existence. 
No Hopeite can afford to be 
without an opinion, 
Hopeites must begin to con-
front sexism and must work to 
cultivate their views on 
feminism, where they find it and 
as they see it. Like a fungus, 
ignored it multiplies and 
destroys. If you do not think that 
it is an urgent problem, then look 
around. And look at yourself; you 
could be part of the problem. 
Mediocrity at Hope 
Now that the cloud of dust has finally 
subsided from the bookstore entrance, 
the mini-registration table, and the 
Registrar 's Office, I can once again feel 
the icy web of mediocrity enveloping our 
college. 1 also cannot help but sense the 
absurd air of contentment that looms 
over the campus with the stench of the 
status quo clinging to its heels. Something 
is indeed very wrong here and I really do 
not think that we care. 
I left home a few years back because I 
saw what being satisfied, what being 
content, could do to a person when it was 
left to grow unchallenged. With rose-
colored glasses that painted euphoric 
scenes of a cancer-ridden world, these 
people took refuge in the relative safety of 
their withdrawn minds, and here at Hope 
only the names and bars have been 
changed. 
Even though the high heels have been 
replaced by the docksiders. and we now 
hang out in the Kletz instead of our local 
haunts, we are in no way different then 
they. 
We students of higher learning have 
allowed ourselves to become secure in the 
isolated confines of our Lake Michigan 
retreat, and we have found peace in 
knowing that the world is somewhere 
"out there." For want of a simple life we 
have confused contentment, mediocrity 
and life with initiative, invention and 
mere existence. It would even appear at 
times that some of us have put off living 
Injustice for athletes 
The athletes of Hope College are being 
unjustly treated wheii it comes to paying 
medical bills for Injuries that they incur 
as a result of intercollegiate athletics. 
Hope has an insurance policy with the 
Wolverine Benefit Association and the 
Guarantee Trust Life Insurance Com-
pany. The crux of their policy is, 
' coverage only in excess over any family 
or employer group insurance which must 
contribute their maximum first." Just 
what kind of policy is one in which the 
individual or family has to pay for some 
of the medical bills? Why should our rates 
go up while the school skates through with 
the cheapest policy possible? 
Even with major medical (high 
deductible) one has to bother his parents 
with a form to fill out, and his insurance 
company with a "denial of claims letter." 
Further, there are some of us that are not 
minors and don't need our parent's 
- signature. We are legal adults and should 
be treated as such. 
My high school, although it had a larger 
student body, merely took the bills and 
had their insurance company settle. If 
size is not indicative of the quality of the 
program, as the college believes, then 
why do we have to have our own in-
surance companies pay, or go through the 
red tape of a cheap policy? 
I am surprised that no one has com-
plained or challenged this before The 
college assumes the responsibility for 
athletic injuries, and thus should assume 
payment regardless of what personal 
insurance we carry. 
If the school keeps this type of policy 
sometime in the future they could be 
inviting legal action. 
If the athletes are to be representatives 
of the college, and the college is going to 
t t k e 1 ^
r e d i t f o r
 to programs, .then t L y 
should treat the athletes that make up 
those programs properly. 
Peter White 
until af ter graduation, and that is the sad 
part. 
We fill our minds with noble dreams 
and grandiose visions of someday 
changing the world, yet we fail in the 
obligation of using our God-given talents 
to the benefit of society at present. 
It has been said that the price of 
education is very great, and that 
ignorance is even more expensive. Can 
we afford to have them both? 
A room without windows, no matter 
how you may enlarge it, is still a 
darkened space. 
Bill Lockhart 
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proposes 
Last week 's commenta ry , which I 
enjoyed thoroughly, posed an interesting 
challenge: •'Someone ought to research 
dating controversies more carefu l ly ." . 
The commen ta ry , " for men, most ly ," 
proceeded to point out categories of . 
females to be avoided in the search for a 
great date. This narrow point of view 
seems to fall under one of the oldest 
dating controversies: What does each 
party expect on a date? We a r e led to 
believe that the male who spends his t ime 
and money expec t s ( d e s e r v e s ? ? ? ) 
something in re turn. 
The question is, what? And the answer 
has typically had sexual connotations. 
R e m e m b e r the gir ls ' di lemma regarding 
kissing on the first date? Today, however, 
the good-night kiss of your parents ' 
generation is trivial compared to some 
males ' expecta t ions of an evening which 
is literally cl imactic (according to 
Webster 's def'n. 2c, to be explicit). 
Any more, even the phrase "a good 
t ime" refers less to the quality of t ime 
spent together than to the da t e 
h im/herse l f : "Tha t guy/chick is a good 
t ime." After all, if you wanted a good 
t ime in the sense of chatt ing and joking 
around, you could go to the bar with 
member s of your own sex. 
Does dating, then, boil down to a 
socially acceptable manner in which a 
man may buy sex indirectly? This would 
certainly explain the obsession with 
ranking females , whether it be according 
to the arct ic queen-flower child method or 
the more s tandard scale of 1-10. It has 
even been suggested to me th^t men find 
womens ' legs a t t rac t ive due to the at 
least subconscious linkage of the quality 
of legs and the quality of sex in cer tain 
positions. 
And the female? Perhaps she, too, is 
interested in dat ing as a "p rope r " means 
to sex. Or perhaps she still clings to the 
cliche's image - "putt ing out" to 
whatever extent her mora l s allow In 
order to gain the s ta tus associated with 
dating and to have "ammunition for 
gossiping with the girls the morning 
af ter . 
It appears that dating boils down to an 
exchange.. One expends his time, at-
tention, etc., with the implicit agreement 
or expectation that his /her par tner does 
the same. The motive underlying the 
exchange is undeniably self-interest: if 
not born out of the desire to be socially 
accepted, then aris ing f rom the more 
basic desire to be loved. 
Our rock groups make this explicit: HI 
need you to need me ; I want you to want 
me; I 'd love for you to love m e . . . " As 
the song implies, the dat ing exchange 
may extend beyond the t rade of services 
where the male functions as the chauffer 
with money bags and the girl functions as 
the conversing sex object to the t rade of 
emotional responses — sort of spiritual 
payments for the good qualities two 
people recognize in each other. 
You love him for his great personality, 
his wit; you love her for her contagious 
laughter, her self-confidence. Dealing in 
these t e rms is necessary for the egos 
involved: no girl wants to admit that she 
allows herself to be used as a sex object ; 
no guy wants to admit that its his Toyota 
Corolla that really interests the girls. 
And why not? If two individuals suc-
cessfully (but not necessarily explicitly) 
negotiate such an exchange, won't they 
both be bet ter off? Probably not. Human 
nature just doesn' t seem to allow us to be 
satisfied with what we deserve — with a 
fair deal. We want to protect what we 've 
got but get as much as we can: buy cheap 
and sell dear . 
We want to love conditionally, but 
receive love unconditionally. We don't 
want to worry that our par tner won't love 
us if we get our hair cut or stop going to 
chapel or take up smoking . . . but we 
certainly expect to have a say in whether 
Joe shaves or grows that beard or 
whether Sue chops off those long, s t raight 
locks for a tight perm. 
We want to be loved fo r ourselves, 
exactly as we a re , but we want to impose 
limits on the love we give. It m a y be 
romant ic a s hell to contemplate (sigh) 
doing anything for your lover; but in real 
life, rationality forbids it (except possibly 
in the case of the flower child). 
Thus, we approach a relationship with 
the same mind-set as we would a cor-
porate investment : we identify and 
calculate the costs and benefits, knowing 
that if the costs of getting involved or 
continuing a relationship .outweigh the 
benefits, we'll bag it. The problem is that 
the other person obviously has the s a m e 
choice. 
This is where the concept of risk enters 
the picture. Usually, risk is inversely 
related to re turns — the arct ic queen 
risks very little over there on the a r m 
rest, but is unlikely to receive a very 
satisfying relationship in return. Some 
individuals a r e constitutionally less 
adverse to risk — blithely gambling their 
t ime and emotions — or more adverse — 
staying home ra ther than taking the risk 
of getting burned (or, perhaps, negatively 
categorized). 
In either case, the r isks involved, 
especially the grea ter r isks associated 
with fu ture expectations, make these 
expectations less valuable than present 
rewards : How many dollars and lonely 
nights is the hope of getting that girl into 
bed with you worth? How much t ime and 
nervous energy a re you willing to expend, 
and how many eligible da tes a r e you 
willing to forego, for the expectation that 
he'll mar ry you as he hints? 
Our p r e f e r e n c e for i m m e d i a t e 
g r a t i f i c a t i o n over r i s k i e r f u t u r e 
gratification makes us suspicious of even 
unconditional love. If, indeed, someone is 
i 
s incere or naive enough to offer it, we 
demand, as Eliza Doolittle demanded, 
that they prove i t : "Show m e now!" And 
somewhere In the middle of one of our 
ridiculous tests, our pa r tne r s will 
Inevitably disappoint us — it 's what we 've
 u 
asked for. fe 
E n o u g h . T h i s w h o l e r a t i o n a l g 
f r amework Is incapable of dealing with 
love. The rationally self-interested point ^ 
of view just doesn't get you anywhere in g 
the ballpark. Who knows why two people ^ 
fall in love: it certainly isn't a function of » 
their matching interests or equivalent 
rat ings. 
Love can ' t be rationalized into a 
probability. It exists in the magical rea lm 
of possibility, and it cannot be confined 
within the rational domain. 
Indeed, it t r a n s f o r m s an over-
w h e l m i n g l y r a t i o n a l wor ld into 
something better by its magic . And the 
real clincher is that it is possible only for 
those who believe in its possibility and its 
magic . . . those who know that it takes 
more than their ability to categorize 
correctly or deal discerningly, those who 
a r e able to give it without at taching 
strings, those who have enough faith to 
apprecia te it when they receive it without 
being distracted by doubt or rational 
analysis. 
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Tired of treatment of women 
Be prepared. This is a letter f rom a 
very bi t ter and disgusted student. You 
will find few minced words in this 
correspondence toward administrat ion, 
faculty or students. 
1 am t ired of the t rea tment of women on 
this campus . Not one day escapes when 1 
do not come into contact with some form 
of blatant sexism. You wa»t evidence? 
Fine. 
Recently an inter-office memorandum 
f rom the office of the dean of students was 
posted on the bulletin board of one of 
Hope's cottages. The subject, believe it or 
not, was a f igure made of snow. The 
memo requested that the sculpture, 
which incidentally was a "snow-woman," 
should be changed so "that we not be able 
to tell which sex it i s ! ! " Adding insult to 
injury, the request for change was ad-
dressed to the "g i r l s " (emphasis mine) of 
the cottage. 
L a u g h a b l e ? Yes . Tha t the ad-
• ministrat ion would was te the t ime to send 
out a m e m o on a snow-woman that was 
constructed out of boredom one Sunday 
af ternoon seems riotous, if we look a t the 
incident superficially. However, a more 
in-depth look reveals fa r more serious 
implications. 
The snow-woman was in no manner 
pornographic or sexually explicit. She 
dared to be different f r o m her ma le 
counterpar ts in only one fo rm; she had 
breasts . Reflected in the adminis t ra t ion 's 
ordering of her mas tec tomy is society's 
genera l belief tha t the female body is, a s 
j t exigts in normal day-to-day garb , 
pornographic. 
And a little bit deeper. Some recent 
r e sea rch a t UCLA on high school s tudents 
revealed that a young woman ' s libido is 
judged by the t ightness of her jeans, the 
plunge of her neckline, etc., while a young 
m a n can wea r whatever he chooses 
without it being interpreted as any kind of 
a sexual come-on. 
Therefore, it is not just an isolated 
" s ick" individual who is responsible for 
the grabbings and rapes in society in 
general, and on our isolated campus in , 
specific. It is ourselves, for propagating 
all the myths connected with the female 
body. 
Okay, now the administrat ion is in-
fur ia ted (but hopefully thinking), and the 
students a r e smirking over an upper-
echelon at tack. Enjoy your smirk , 
because it 's short-lived. 
The other day I was sauntering across 
campus on my v ^ y to class when I passed 
a female student explaining the Kollen 
Hall lay-out to a male friend, obviously 
not a Hope student. (We may be unin-
formed, but at least we know our cam-
pus). T h e ' w i n g running parallel to 
Columbia Avenue, she explained, is the 
" m e n ' s wing" while the perpendicular 
wing was inhabited "by gir ls ." 
There is a definite inconsistency here. 
Why is it that we a s a society insist on 
trying to keep our women f rom growing 
up? Biologically a female is a woman 
long before a male is a man. Try this 
experiment some day. Take a con-
scientious look, a t your daily con-
versation. " %
 t 
Note how many t imes you refer to the 
^girls ' " basketball t eam as compared to 
the "boys ' " . Or one of the "gir ls ' " 
cottages on campus as compared to one of 
the 4 , b o y s V , L a n g u a g e is v e r y 
representat ive of *the at t i tudes of a 
society and is a very definite re inforcer of 
s t e reo types . Change the language, 
alleviate the stereotype. 
And one more example . Men, think 
about your first job interview, probably in 
the not too distant future . Suppose your 
interviewer tells you that you may very 
possibly be the "boy"for the job. Just how 
seriously is he or she really taking you? 
Or try this one. Which term a r e you more 
a c c u s t o m e d to, " s a l e s g i r l " or 
"sa lesboy"? Get the point? 
And faculty, don't underest imate your 
Importance in all of . this. Please , be 
selective in your language usage. Try to 
(continued on p. 6) 
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chor I 've read since returning to Hope's 
c a m p u s con ta ined Bruce Tan is ' 
"Categorizing, for men, mostly." I find it 
hard to believe that such a malicious and 
degrading article would find its way to 
the pages of our college newspaper. 
Satire (if this can be called satire) is for 
the purpose of enlightenment. This 
"commentary" serves no purpose other 
than to insult. It disturbs me greatly that 
the editorial staff (comprised of seven 
women) would find it necessary to have 
Injustices 
f c o o f / n u e d f rom p. 5) 
avoid sexist innuendoes and value 
judgements in your classes. Can the 
women in your class really rel^teto your 
constant use of the pronoun "he?" Why 
not substitute "he or she" or " they?" Ask 
any social developmental psychologists 
and they will tell you of the magnitude of 
a teacher's effect on a student. 
Faculty, look at your old tests. How 
many times are the doctors, dentists and 
lawyers in your word problems referred 
to by the pronoun "he ," and how many 
times are secretaries, nurses and 
telephone operators referred to bv 
"she"? 
How about your reading lists? Are they 
void of writings by women? Why? Unless 
it is because no women knew how to write 
in that particular culture or time period, 
perhaps you should re-evaluate your 
reading selections. 
My letter represents an internal 
smouldering that has finally burst into 
flame. The final, igniting spark was 
p robab ly B r u c e ' Tan i s ' a r t i c le , 
"Categorizing, for men, mostly." I was 
personally disgusted and enraged by this 
article and the stereotypes it reinforced. ' 
Of course a similar article on Hope men 
could be written, but that would be in-
fantile and pointless. Our goal is 
humanism, and your article, Mr. Tanis, is 
detrimental to our goal. 
     . 
Hope isn't exactly known for its staunch 
feminism, but even a worshipper of 
Marabel Morgan would take offense at 
this. 
While Hope women were categorized 
into varying degrees of frigidity, it seems 
humorous that the only type the author 
was able to "turn on" was Miss "Bow-
Wow Time." 
The airing of sexual frustrations should 
be left to "Forum" magazine. 
Lori Moore 
However, I must commend you for 
speaking out. Your article inspired more 
discussion on this apathetic campus than 
anything else has for quite a while. And 
thank you to the anchor for upholding 
free journalism, despite the inevitable 
unpopular responses. 
When people dare to speak out on 
controversial subjects, discussion is 
bound to follow, and with discussion will 
come change. It is in this light that I 
encourage rebuttal or agreement — 
either through this paper or on a one-to-
one basis — with any of the arguments I 
have presented. 
Remember, when we talk about women 
and women's issues we are not talking 
about tokenism to some minority. Women 
constitute more than half of the world's 
population, making them, on the world-
wide level, probably the only 
discriminated-against major i ty . The 
concerns of this group should be the 
concerns of all people, men and women. 
And in conclusion, my apologies to all of 
you who care. Your efforts are noticed 
and appreciated and this attack is not 
directed at you. But before you place 
yourself in this laudable group, try a little 
self-scrutiny to assure your worthiness. I 
have, and continue to, in my own personal 
and never-ending battle against sexism. 
Colleen May 
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SPORT SHIRTS 
by Kim Mooi 
Hot dog nights, informals, traying 
parties and lit meetings are all signals 
that the 1981 Hope fraternity rush is under 
way. With the activities already in full 
swing, members of the six social 
fraternities and one service fraternity on 
campus have clearly established goals 
and objectives for this year 's rush. 
Each fraternity sees the primary ob-
jective of rush as being a way for the 
independents and fraternity members to 
become acquainted. "Through a variety 
of different activities, we hope that in-
dependents will take advantage of rush in 
order to gain friendship," said John 
Votaw, Emersonian president. Greg 
Bekius, president of the Cosmopolitan 
fraternity, sees rush as "a time to get to 
know some of the new freshmen and 
sophomores on campus." 
Another goal whicji the fraternities 
hope to achieve through rush is to show 
what their individual groups as well as 
the whole of Greek life can offer to 
students. Ian Macartney, speaking for the 
Knickerbockers, described their rush 
events as a means of "reflecting who and 
what we are to the rest of the campus," 
and Ron Molenaar, rush chairman for the 
Arcadians, said, "We want our rush to 
depict what being a fraternity member 
really involves." 
Rush, however, does not only involve 
the fraternities reaching out to the in-
dependents, but rather intends to be a 
period of interaction. "I t ' s up to the in-
dividual rushee to find out as much as he 
wants to know about the fraternity — we 
look people who seem interested in 
u s , " said Dave Motz, F r a t e r n a l 
president. Bekius feels that "During rush 
you are able to see how well people 
mingle with one another. This can often 
become the big factor. What we really 
hope to achieve is a one-to-one contact 
with each rushee." 
The fact that each of Hope's fraternities 
has something unique to o f f e r ' also 
becomes evident during rush. Macartney-
describes his group as a fairly small 
organization: "We appeal to the people 
who can express their independence 
within an organization — we're not 
concerned with big numbers." 
The Alpha Phi Omegas offer an 
alternative for students by being the only 
service fraternity on campus. Alice 
Melat, vice president of Alpha Phi 
Omega, said, "We are the only co-ed 
Greek organization and we are also a 
national service fraternity. Our activities 
are a way to get people acquainted and 
interested in us." 
The next two important events for the 
Alpha Phi Omegas include an open 
business meeting on Feb. 1 and "What is 
APO?" on Feb. 2. The "Wild Irish Rose 
Pa r ty , " which occurs on Jan. 30, and 
"Keep Enthusiasm Going" on Feb. 2 are 
the Knickerbockers' next big events. 
The Cosmopolitans view as major 
events their informal on Feb. 6. and a 
"Las Vegas Night" on Feb. 7. On Jan. 31 
and Feb. 6, the Fraternal men are hosting 
two of their top activities: "Mama Don't 
Let Your Babies Grow up to be 
Cowboys," and a semi-formal at the 
Holland Fish and Game Club. 
The Arcadians will present their annual 
"Shenanigandies" on Jan. 31 and will also 
hold a "Meet the Arkies" session on Feb 
3. 
A "Black Jack-Poker Par ty Night" on 
Jan. 30. and an informal dance to 
"Universe" on Feb. 6 are two upcoming 
Emersonian events. 
The 1981 fraternity rush, already in 
progress, is a time of acquaintance, in-
teraction and. as stated by Molenaar: 
"Mostly a lot of fun." 
Women 
by Kim Mooi 
"Rush" is a four-letter word that is 
spoken as much as any other at the 
beginning of the spring semester at Hope. 
However, the definition of this particular 
word is often unclear to many students. 
Actually, its meaning is quite easy to 
understand. Simply take the word's 
normal definition — "an anxious or 
hurried movement" and append — "that 
is ma Je in order to become acquainted 
with what is represented by those Alphas, 
Deltas, Betas, Kappas, and Sigmas 
plastered on every door around campus, 
and green, blue, red and maroon 
sweatshirts often seen wandering through 
the Pine Grove." 
The Greek letters and multi-colored 
s w e a t s h i r t s r e p r e s e n t f ive Hope 
sororities - The Alpha Phis. Delta Phis. 
Kappa Chis, Sibs, and Sigma Sigmas. The 
first three weeks of February mark the 
" rush" period for each sorority. 
During these three weeks, the sororities 
plan various activities and events for the 
purpose of allowing all Hope women to 
become familiar with not only the 
members of individual groups, but also 
with sorority life as a whole. 
An informational meeting for all 
women interested in becoming a part of 
this spring's sorority rush will be held in 
Wichers Auditorium, Jan. 29, at 6 p.m. 
Long Sleeve, 
Winter Weight, 
Velours & Cotton 
Blends, 
Reg. $16-$35 30% 
ENTIRE HDlEEXr 
STOCK 20%°" 
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Alpha Phi Omega, the national co-ed 
service fraternity on campus, has been 
recently honored for their outstanding 
work in service. The Salvation Army of 
Holland. presented them with g golden 
bell trophy in appreciation for ringing 
bells during the holidays. The money 
collected was given to the needy. 
At a recent Alpha Phi Omega national 
convention in Los Angeles, California, 
Hope's Nu Beta Chapter received the H. 
Roe B a r t l e Award. This award , 
established in 1975 in honor of a famous 
leader of APO, H. Roe Bartle, is 
presented annually to chapters which 
achieve excellence in chapter program 
and administration. 
Alpha Phi Omega is always looking for 
students interested in doing service for 
others. If you are one of these people,, 
come meet those already in APO at their 
Ice Cream Social on Monday, Jan. 26 at 9 
p.m. in the fraternity room. 
Linda L. Waterman 
P R . Chairperson, APO 
*Dress Wd'xnvJ 
downtown Holland on the mall 
For Men 
Choice, Not Compromise 
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n . ^Heroes'- a revival of Creative experience
 l a s s i c c i n e m a 
(S.E.E. Films launches Its winter-
spring season with Jan Troelis "The 
Emigrants" (1972), to be shown 
tonight at 6 p.m. in Winants. Ad-
mission is by season ticket or $2 50 
a t t h e door. Discussion will follow.) 
by Kathleen Verduin 
The photograph shows two old people: 
the man, hard-eyed, hands as big as 
horse 's heads, in a straight wooden chair 
placed unaccountably in the middle of an 
open field; the woman, plain and patient 
as all ox, s tanding beside him, her mouth 
gr im but her eyes, I imagine, a little 
wistful. Nothing else is in the picture. 
T h e s e two a r e my g r e a t - g r e a t -
g randparen ts ; in the middle of the 19th 
century they crossed the Atlantic, settled 
here, stayed. 
Ancestors like that — the last to see the 
Old World, the first to see the New — and 
a similar kind of ocean voyage, even if by 
slave ship, lie somewhere in . the 
background for most of us, and it is that 
story that Swedish director J a n Troell 
evokes beautifully in "The E m i g r a n t s . " 
Starring Liv Ullmann and Max von 
Sydow, ac tors well known f rom the f i lms 
of another Scandinavian director, Ingmar 
Bergman, the film tells the story of the 
Nilssons, Kristina and Karl Oskar , hard-
working Swedish f a r m folk who with 
various member s of their family leave 
their home to find a new one in America. 
In scenes that a r e somet imes lyrical 
and somet imes bruta l , we a r e shown first 
the conditions of life in 19th-century 
Sweden: the hopeless poverty caused by 
overpopulation and scarci ty of land, the 
class prejudice and religious persecution, 
the pervasive mood of f rust ra t ion and 
defeat. 
All the cha rac te r s seem to chafe 
against restr ict ions: Kris t ina 's uncle 
Danjel because of his ' aus tere ly non-
conformist religious sect, Karl Oskar ' s 
younger brother Robert because his 
idealism finds no encouragement , the 
scrappy village harlot Ulrika because she 
can ' t break out of her past. Eager ly or 
reluctantly, all resolve to emigra te . 
Troell depicts the Atlantic crossing 
with unsparing real ism. As Estel le 
Changas writes, ' 'We are meant to feel 
the shipboard degradation and torment in 
precise, disturbing images that re i tera te 
the f i l m ' s v i s c e r a l p o w e r : the 
claustrophobic conditions of the filthy 
quar ters in the hold, whose walls run with 
sl ime; the hordes of lice that shame these 
proud people and the relentless s torm 
that ba t te rs the frail boat make us 
literally reel f rom this turbulent ex-
per ience." 
Once safely ashore, the emigran t s face 
other shocks: the disturbing sight of 
blacks in chains, the seemingly endless 
distance to their destination in (of course) 
Minnesota . Though r e spec t fu l and 
compassionate toward his charac te rs , 
Troell does not sentimentalize them: 
Kristina and Karl Oskar a r e somet imes 
noble, somet imes bitter, often touchingly 
naive. 
A former schoolteacher who made his 
first film for his pupils, J a n Troell has 
been described as a modest man who 
loves animals and likes to go barefoot. 
But he is also a brilliant and painstaking 
c ra f t sman who writes, directs, edits, and 
photographs his own movies. "I make 
them the way I e a t , " he once told critic 
John Simon — "very fast, but very much, 
so it takes a long t ime af ter a l l ." 
Indeed, the proportion of footage Troell 
shoots to what he actually keeps has been 
es t imated at about 15 to one: "The 
E m i g r a n t s " originally r an 190 minutes, 
and most critics say it 's a c r ime the film 
should have had to be cut to its present 
length. 
Intact , however, a re Troell 's incredibly 
beautiful images; preferr ing not to be 
confined by a studio, he uses na tura l light 
whenever possible, and as a result "The 
E m i g r a n t s " is visually dazzling. "The 
Emig ran t s , " says one critic, "l ives in its 
images. Everything is said by golden 
sails against a blue sky above green 
water , by the weary and worried faces of 
the t ravelers , by the sepentine water 
oozing like oil a f t e r a s torm . . . " 
For Paul ine Kael, Troell is " a na ture 
poet t e l l ing s t o r i e s " : " A m e r i c a n 
directors who love the outdoors usually 
love vast spaces: their cha rac te r s move 
through them; nature is used for 
beautiful backgrounds. Troell loves 
nature for itself — nature, weather , 
changes of l ight ." 
In the beginning^observed John Locke, 
all was America. While it is honest in its 
portrayal of the hardships and false hopes 
of all those souls, venal, greedy or in-
nocent, who built this country, "The 
Emigran t s " also captures the Edenic 
promise that the American continent, at 
least for some, somehow manages to 
retain. 
"In sweeping scenes seen through the 
voyager 's eye of wonder, a pristine 
continent slowly unfolds before us, so 
s t range and untainted that we sha re the 
emigrants ' excitement in its discovery 
. . . . In its t ransmutat ion of the oral tales 
of our ances to r s into a r t , " T h e 
Emig ran t s " fulfills the most essential 
tenet of a creat ive work— it allows us to 
experience what we cannot know, it 
preserves our link to the past that t ime is 
rapidly dissolving." 
by Tim Shaffer 
"Heroes , " s tarr ing Henry Winkler and 
Sally Field, a t tempts a renaissance of 
sorts in trying to revive classical c inema, 
like the old F rank Sinatra.Gene Kelly 
boys home from the service movies, and 
injucting it with a little contemporary 
social cri t icism (namely, the Vietnam 
w a r ) . The producers of this ex-
cruciatingly obvious film apparent ly 
hoped that by doing so, they could bring in 
both the old crowd (gee, why don't they 
make movies like they used to) and the 
young crowd (heavy, man, hea-a-avy!) . 
Unfortunately, "Heroes" is desperately 
in need of a reformation. 
Field, who plays the par t of Carol Bell, 
echoes these sentiments. "The people in 
charge just couldn't get their heads 
together about what kind of picture they 
were making ," she said in a Dec. 27,1978 
interview with Judy Klemesrud in the 
New York Times: "What it is is a light, 
romantic romp through the Vietnamese 
war . You just don't mix the two. It may 
make a lot of money, but it 's a fa r cry 
f rom wonderful ." 
"Heroes" is unquestionably the most 
innocuous of the f lurry of movies per-
taining to the Vietnam war that c a m e out 
in late 1978 (others include "Coming 
Home" and "The Deer Hunte r" ) . The 
story line involves Jack Dunne (Henry 
Winkler), a "n i ce" guy who has lost his 
" g r i p " on reali ty as a result of his t ime 
spent in Vietnam. J ack has a d ream, to 
s tar t a worm f a rm with all the buddies 
that he fought with in the war. 
He begins a cross country odyssey, with 
a few bucks he 's borrowed from his fellow 
inmates at the V.A. hospital, in search of 
his war buddies, all of whom have their 
own responsibilities in the successful 
accomplishment of the dream. Along the 
way, he meets Carol Bell, a fugitive f rom 
a wedding (she 's the«bride). They fall in 
love (what else?) and continue on J a c k ' s 
journey, only to learn that not everyone 
shares the American d r eam as fervently 
as Jack . 
The movie has some strong moments , 
particularly the per formance of Harrison 
Ford ("Star Wars") a s an emotionally 
burned-out buddy of J a c k ' s who gives a 
much more realistic por t rayal of the 
debilitating psychological effects of the 
Vietnamese War. 
As one man ' s cr ime is another man ' s 
passion, I urge you not to accept my 
opinion as gospel, but to see the film for 
yourself and make your own judgements . 
"Heroes" will be shown under SAC 
sponsorship Fr iday and Saturday nights, 
Jan . 30-31, a t 7:30 and 10 p.m. in Winants 
Auditorium. Admission is $1 for students 
with ID. 
a 
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Public Safety report 
Seven incidents of larceny have been 
reported by Public Safety: 
Two down-filled coats taken f rom 
Phelps Cafeter ia on Jan . 24; 
Two coats, one sweater and one I.D., 
taken f rom Dow locker room; 
One whole locker ; 
Six vandal isms: 
One broken window in Kollen ; 
Three t ires slashed on cars in Dow; 
One broken car window behind 
Brumler ; 
One cot tage window broken by 
snowballs; 
Three suspicious persons reports ; and 
Three co t t age f i r e ex t inguishers 
discharged. 
There have been^a total of 28 com-
plaints since Monday, J a n 19. 
Papa Fazool's Italian 
Ristorante & 
Pizza Works 
396 -1407 
Show Pupa your Hope College I . I ) , 
between now and Feb. 28ll i und 
Suve $*1.00 on our Dinners. 
Sandwiches Salad Bar. 
and our Pizzan 
77 E. Sih S t r e e t 
Across from the Holland Theatre 
Men s $4800 
Women's $4300 
Sure Qfip 
non slip 
sole 
For men, the original handsewn Docksides boat 
shoe. Specially tanned cowhide upper Is chemically 
treated to withstand scuffing, fading, saltwater, foot 
perspiration. Famous Sebago non-slip boat sole 
engineered to the last for longer wear. Made In 
Maine. 
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I Alternative lifestyles Student Congress' way 
by Rkhard Kuhrt 
Students and faculty members filled 
Winants Auditorium on Jan . 22 to hear 
three couples discuss three types of 
mari tal lifestyles. 
The program, which was sponsored by 
the M o r t a r Boa rd , was en t i t led 
"Managing Relationships in the SO's." 
The couples involved were J a n e and 
Larry Dickie, Jacob and Lee Nyenhuis, 
and Gary and Diane Feenstra. The 
relationships they represented were, 
respec t ive ly , husband home, wife 
working; wife home, husband working; 
and both par tners working. 
After a short introduction by Sarah 
Norden, the acting master of ceremonies, 
the program was turned over to Carol 
Bechtel, the discussion leader. Bechtel, 
using a question-answer format, asked 
six questions. 
Her first question was 4,What a r e the 
roles in each of your marr iages and how 
did you decide upon this?" The Feen-
stras, both of whom work in the Holland 
school system, made their decision while 
still in college. After having a child, they 
were forced to face the issue again. The 
outcome was that they both would con-
tinue to. work. They would both take care 
of traditional roles such as washing 
dishes, and time was set aside to spend 
with their daughter. 
The Nyenhuises, who were marr ied in 
the mid-50s, took on traditional roles, due 
to the times. Since then they have n w e d 
toward a sharing relationship. 
The Dickies, whose roles have fluc-
tuated, made their decision while at-
tending Alma College. It was a mat ter of 
"deciding what we would like to do at the 
t ime." 
Bechtel's second question was "What 
are common reactions and how do you 
deal with them?" Larry Dickie brought 
up the fact that in his situation as a 
"houseperson", "responses do not come 
out directly" and they a r e much harder to 
deal with. 
The typical criticism found concerning 
the Feenstra ' s mar r iage is that "a 
woman's place is in the home." Their 
response to such a s tatement is, "We are 
doing the best for us ." 
Jacob Nyenhuis pointed out that during 
the 70's there was an over-reaction to 
women being at home. He went on to 
suggest that " there must be constant 
growth." 
The third question centered around the 
decision process. The couples all make 
decisions Jointly. Yet, while. Gary 
Feenstra said that his choice was final, 
the Dickies forwarded an alternating 
decision-making process. The person 
whom the decision would affect most 
would have the final authority. At this 
point Lee Nyenhuis stated, " I t ' s not 
always beautiful ." 
Bechtal's next query was "How have 
marr iage roles affected the raising of 
your chi ldren?" Both the Nyenhuises and 
the Dickies have a parent at home with 
the child and supported observation and 
interacting with the parents as being 
helpful to the children. The Feenstras, 
however, stressed that choice of a baby 
sitter must be done carefully. They went 
on to suggest that the time they do spend 
with their daughter must be quality time. 
The couples next responded to the 
question, "What kinds of values, with 
respect to relationships, are you trying to 
instill in your children?" Confidence was 
the goal set for the Feenstras ' daughter. 
The Dickies are concerned about values 
their children will develop which a re not 
taught. Their solution to this was to be 
consistent in what they say and do with 
the child. The Nyenhuises tried to express 
to their children that "all choices were 
open." 
The final question was, "What do you 
perceive to be the pros and cons of the 
other set-ups? Why won't they work for 
you?" Jane Dickie responded, "During 
the times when I was a full-time 
housewife I did not structure my time 
properly. I need employment to do this." 
Jacob Nyenhuis, on the other hand, felt 
that he "learned a great deal from Lee for 
organizing." 
Gary Feenstra mentioned that both he 
and his wife have a need to be out 
working. "I could not take the role of the 
Dickies," he stated, "because I cannot 
take staying at home." 
Overall, the event was well organized, 
informative, and enlightening. The next 
event of this series is billed as "What 's a 
Woman to Do?" It will be held in Winants 
Auditorium on Feb. 24. 
of making appropriations 
by Kirk McMurray 
This week the Student Congress Ap-
propriations Committee began the long, 
involved process of determining the 1981-
82 budgets for student organizations. 
Through these budgets, and the Ap-
propriations Committee's contingency 
fund, money for student-oriented campus 
activities is made available. 
Each year Hope students a r e charged a 
fee of $30 to support student activities. 
This money, totaling approximately 
$63,000, forms the pool from which the 
Appropriations Committee makes its 
budgetary allocations. 
"The actual distribution of money," 
according to Jane Sanderson, committee 
chairwoman, "works two ways — set 
budgets and contingency funds." Dave 
Vanderwel, associate dean of students, 
stressed that "any group who would like 
to submit a budget proposal may do so.'* 
Request forms were made available this 
week. Completed forms are due Feb. 13, 
at which time the Appropriations Com-
mittee will begin the allocation process. 
" I t ' s hard ," Sanderson said of the 
process. "There 's a lot of responsibility 
and time involved." The committee 
carefully evaluates each request to en-
sure that allotted funds are used properly 
and for Hope students' benefit. 
To assist them in the decision-making 
process, the committee members have 
analyzed the role of the committee and 
established a set of objectives by'which to 
structure their e v a l u a t i o n s / T h e ob-
jectives are : 
1. To work with existing organizations 
on campus to provide a wide range of 
activities for the students; 
2. To help new organizations which 
would benefit the college establish 
themselves; 
3. To bring knowledge from exterior 
sources onto campus to enrich Hope's 
academic life; 
4. To require groups receiving funds to 
accept a contract which includes an 
announcement on all advertising for 
events that funding is provided by the 
S t u d e n t Congress Approp r i a t i ons 
Committee; and 
5. To work within their financial 
boundaries with an eye toward keeping a 
reserve for any long-term goals. 
In summation Sanderson said, "We're 
students working for the best interests of 
s tudents ." 
To this end, the Appropriations Com-
mittee has, in the past, used unallocated 
funds to finance such projects as the 
development of The Pit and the 
renovation of Winant's Auditorium. 
"This money is always held and used 
only for constructive things," Sanderson 
said; "things that benefit the entire 
campus . " 
Once the committee has completed its 
research and evaluation, the proposed 
budget is sent to the full Student Congress 
for fur ther examination and approval. 
Student Congress has the power, in 
cooperation with the Appropriations 
Committee, to make changes in (he 
proposal. 
Finally, the budget is sent to the 
Campus Life Board, which, though it has 
no authority to make alterations, has 
ult imate approval or rejection rights. 
This final step in the process should be 
completed by mid-April. 
77ic Pulse 
New administration 
by Anne Brown and Ingrid Anderson 
Now that a new administration has 
been installed in the White House, we 
thought it appropriate to ask the question, 
"Are you optimistic or pessimistic about 
the incoming Reagan administrat ion?" 
for this week's Pulse. 
Forty-eight Hope students were polled 
and the results were as follows: 
68.8 k 
22.9 
8;3 
Most of those having an optimistic 
outlook expressed relief and a sense of 
trust that the new administration would 
foster a change for the better. Many 
Optimistic 
Pessimistic 
Indifferent 
seemed enthusiastic about the Cabinet 
members . "Reagan has surrounded 
himself with intelligent people," said one 
student. 
Some were less sure of Reagan 's ability 
and experience, yet remained cautiously 
optimistic. "I didn't vote for Reagan, and 
I don't like him, but now that he's 
President, I hope he'll do his best ," said 
another student. 
The majority of those who expressed 
pessimism about the incoming Reagan 
administration were concerned about 
conservatism and changes in government 
spending. One student commented, " I 'm 
worried about the cut-back in govern-
ment spending, especially in the human 
services depar tment . " 
Larry & Jane Dickie, Lee & Jacob Nyenhuis, and Diane & Gary Feenstra are 
questioned by Carol Bechtel on different marital lifestyles at the recent community 
hour presented by the Mortar Board, (photo by Lora Rector) 
Registrar releases figures 
( 
Make Reservations N o w For Spring 
and Summer EUROPE 
392-5923. 
6 EAST EIGHTH ST 
HOLLAND 
TRAVEL M C . 
— by Derk Michael Strauch 
According to the Registrar 's Office, 
there a r e 2350 students enrolled at Hope 
this semester , a s compared to the 2230 
enrolled last year at this time. Registrar 
Jon Huisken's comment on the present 
enrollment was that it is "very good." 
This semester a total of 32,874 credit 
hours a re being taken, compared to the 
32,054 credit hours of second semester 79-
80. In t e rms of the Full-Time Equivalent 
(FTE) , there a r e 2121 students, with a 
gain of 53 over last year. 
Junior men led the school in terms of 
credit load with an average of 16.03 credit 
hours per student. They are followed 
closely by junior women, with an 
average load of 15.79 credit hours. 
When asked why there is an increase in 
the FTE over this time last year , Jon 
Huisken commented that it was due to the 
present economic situation. "Recessions 
tend to keep people in school, because 
there are less jofes on the outside," he 
said. Students will borrow money in order 
to continue their education, ra ther than 
look for a job in a poor and risky job 
market , he noted. 
PARTYING TONIGHT? 
Why not shop at Columbia Ave. One Stop 
For ail your party needs 
405 Columbia (3 blks. south of Dow) 
•Draft Beer 
•Wine 
•Munchles 
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Commentary 
A message 
of Hope 
by Craig Potter Sinclair 
In his inaugural address, Ronald 
Reagan spoke in a tone that has not been 
heard for a long time. This tone was one 
of hope. In his usual conservative man-
ner, he stressed the need, but more than 
that, the opportunity, for new controls on 
government. 
He has set a goal for himself; that goal 
is a two percent annual drop in govern-
ment spending, thus reducing the federal 
deficit and balancing the budget. He 
hopes to do this while increasing military 
spending and reducing taxes. 
Reagan's right-wing views have won 
him a landslide victory upon the wave of 
new conservatism. But now that the 
election fervor is gone, and the time has 
come for action, will Reagan see us 
through? 
Our first consideration should be the 
institutional barriers facing the new 
administration. With the notorious 
system of checks and balances, our 
government has grown into a massive, 
immovable mess. 
With the congressional reforms of the 
early 70s, and the concentration of power 
in the House and Senate, the are now 
more than 150 people who hold equal 
power in Congress. This diffusion of 
power makes significant change im-
possible. 
Many of the funds that the President 
has access to have already been cut by 
Carter, and we have seen the minimal 
effects that these reductions have had. 
The rest of the government spending is in 
"sunken funds," untouchable by the 
Pres ident , and only avai lab le to 
Congress. 
The only way a president could have an 
effect would be for him to unite the 
Congress behind him, in order to legislate 
cuts in spending. In the near future, the 
possibility of this is very remote. 
In the House of Representatives, the 
Democrats a re already stacking im-
portant committees in order to prevent 
any drastic changes. 
Reagan's potential lies in the Senate. 
Now that the conservative Political 
Action Committees (PACs) have been 
successful in eliminating key liberal 
D e m o c r a t i c s e n a t o r s , a n d t h e 
Republicans have taken control of the 
Senate, there is a possibility of 
unification. If Reagan gains significant 
influence in the Senate, that influence 
could flow over into the House. If OPEC 
and other factors remain stable, he could 
work significant change. 
One must consider the backing Reagan 
has, compared to Carter 's backing; it is 
far more conservative. No matter how 
conservative Carter wanted to be, his 
backing was liberal, imposing on him 
severe limitations. 
Reagan was elected to do conservative 
things and is creating a relatively con-
servative staff. This will be a key factor. 
Reagan has a mammoth but not im-
possible task before him. The in-
stitutional ba r r i e r s , including the 
disarray in Congress and 4 'sunken 
funds." will make it difficult, but not 
impossible. If factors like OPEC stay 
under control, there is hope in our new 
president, for there is always hope in 
America. 
NEED HELP? 
Concerned about pregnancy? 
Free pregnancy Confidential 
testing Ask for Sharon 
Call Ext. 2362 
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by Can* Bonate 
Welcome back to Hope — to a new 
semester and a new year. Why not join 
the traveling taste tad in starting the 
year out right — by getting together with 
all those friends you've been meaning to 
see before you all get snowed by school 
work? You've got it: a party! 
You hardly have to worry about con-
cocting fancy desserts or assembling 
dazzling platters of munchles; everyone 
is weight-conscious enough, af ter nearly 
a month of home cooking. But you can bet 
that your friends won't say , 4no" to liquid 
refreshment designed to ward off the 
chill, and we've got a few beverage Ideas 
that'll titillate even the dullest taste buds. 
The first beverage suggestion is 
designed with large groups In mind, and it 
comes complete with a party theme: The 
Flying Dutchman. 
Flying Dutchman: 
10 lbs. ice 
12 cans fruit punch 
6 cans grapefruit 
3 or 41-qt. bottles ginger ale 
1 gallon vodka 
1/2 gallon grain alcohol 
F r u i t ( lo t s ) : bananas , o ranges , 
strawberries, pineapple chunks. . . . 
The day before: soak fruit in grain 
alcohol. 
One half hour before party: add rest of 
ingredients and stir. Serve ice cold — it 11 
warm you up. 
You may not recognize this as a Flying 
Dutchman, but rather as a typical, run-of-
the-mill trashcan punch. However, my 
sources out East assure me that this is the 
ORIGINAL Flying Dutchman. 
If you prefer to entertain smaller 
groups of intimate friends in a more 
tranquil atmosphere, a nice winter drink 
is hot-buttered rum. This delicious drink 
requires little preparation and is bound to 
delight your friends. 
Hot Buttered Rum: 
Dissolve a lump of sugar in % cup 
boiling water. Add a lump of butter (save 
the margarine for your popcorn). Pour in 
whiskey glass and add 2 oz. whiskey. 
Sprinkle with nutmeg, and serve. 
For those who want a party drink with a 
non-alcoholic punch, try Wassail, a 
traditional drink that 's just too good to 
confine to the holiday season. 
Wassail: 
1 gallon fresh apple cider (still available 
at most area grocery stores) 
2 tsp. whole cloves 
2 tsp. whole allspice 
cup sugar 
Mix ingredients and heat to boiling; 
reduce heat, cover, and s immer for 20 
minutes. Strain before serving — hot! 
Ideas on future housing 
by Keith Grigdetto 
New ideas for future student housing 
are presently being discussed by the 
administration and Board of Trustees. 
The Board has recently approved the 
architectual drawings and given the O.K. 
to go out for contractor's bids to build a 
new apartment house. If construction 
begins, new student housing will be 
available south of the Dow Center on 14th 
Street. 
"We build providing we have the 
funds," said Bill Anderson, vice president 
for business and finance. "We ' r e 
designing it so that we could fit four to 
five people per apar tment ." The new 
apartment building would house % to 126 
students and "show off" an entirely 
different construction than the other 
apartments presently housing students. 
The new house would be all brick, 
similar to the Dow Center. Utilizing this 
type of construction prevents damage, 
lasts longer, and makes maintenance 
easier. The administration is hoping that 
students will be able to move in for the 
spring semester of 1982 or the following 
fall semester. The new construction 
w o u l d m e a n t e a r i n g d o w n 
"Margaritavil le" Cottage at 172 East 14th 
Street. 
The burden of cottages seems never-
ending. They are costly and maintenance 
r e p a i r s , such a s p lumbing , a r e 
troublesome. "We want to eliminate 
Reese, Bouma, Mandeville, Columbia, 
Shields, and Van Tubergen (cottages) 
within the next two years ," said An-
derson. "Bouma goes to the seminary 
because they need it for parking." 
Van Tubergen might be used for 
faculty, who often have trouble finding 
housing when they come to Holland. 
Anderson made it clear that Shields and 
Reese Cottages are to be sold. Steffens 
Cottage, which is rented from Ottawa 
Savings and Loan, will a l so be 
eliminated, because, said Anderson, "the 
bank might want to expand." Refugees 
from the ill-fated cottages may find a new 
resting place in the apartment building if 
construction is approved. "They would 
find the 'homey' environment in the 
apartment as well as in the cottages," 
said Sara Schmidt, housing assistant. 
Anderson mentioned the fate of other 
student housing units. "We want to buy 
Parkview Apartments but eliminate 
Columbia Apartments," said Anderson. 
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by Barb Powe 
While some Hope students spent their 
Christmas vacations enroute to such 
exotic places a s the "get-a-tan-quick 
Car ibbean/ ' the 4 ,have a fling and forget 
i t" beaches of Ft. Lauderdale, or the 
scenic (minus the snow) slopes of Vail, 10 
of Hope's students were elsewhere, 
participating in an adventure that was to 
introduce them to the realities of u rban 
ministries. 
The group (Anne Buckleitner, Kris 
Decker, Sue Devrie, Mike Disher, 
Susanne Hagan, Linda Reem, Sara 
Sadler, Lynn Winkels and Roland VanEs) 
had Interviewed in early December to 
earn a spot among the ranks of their 
enthusiastic peers. Finally, a t 6 a .m. on 
Dec. 28, a little blue van, filled to the br im 
— with six atlases wedged in — began its 
humble journey to the destination: Jersey 
City, NJ. 
For a few hours all went as smoothly as 
could be expected, for the 10 persons were 
familar with each other, but essentially 
unacquainted. (One can only sleep so 
long, read so many Harlequin Romances, 
and resist becoming cross-eyed from 
needlepoint for so long; then it 's time to 
talk.) This mosiac of strangers would 
spend the next two weeks living out of 
suitcases, relying solely on each other, 
their host ministers and families, and, 
most impor tan t ly , God. And so, 
somewhere between the outer limits of 
Holland and Jersey City, a cohesive bond 
began to form. 
It wasn't until they reached the Pocono 
Mountains that winter weather looked 
like it was going to be a problem. The 
thick fog had volunteered to escort them 
to Jersey City. And what an escort it was. 
hi fact, they ended up driving into Jersey 
City, out of Jersey City, and into Newark. 
Yes, Newark, and a bad section of town 
at that. The archaic houses were so close 
together that they seemed to hug each 
other in an effort to combat the* 
deterioration. A couple of the guys ended 
up calling the welcoming committee in a 
desperate effort to get directions to the 
main church, where they were supposed 
to have met three and a half hours 
earlier. 
Contact was finally made. The troops 
were happy to have arrived. So finally 
they were escorted off two by two, Noah's 
ark fashion, to host homes to dream of 
sugar plums or whatever. 
Early on Dec. 29, the group arose to eat 
those Wheaties and officially begin 
orientation. A walking tour of Jersey City 
was complete with the "use common 
sense, but be cautious" survival tips 
which a r e adaptable to any sprawling 
city: 1) If you carry a purse, keep it 
tucked under your armpit , but first use 
deodorant. 2) Walk briskly and with a 
purpose. 3) If you a re In the subway, find 
the nearest pillar and stand with your 
back against it. 4) No walking the streets 
alone past 9 p.m. 
The group spent the first day touring 
the five Reformed churches that exist in 
this predominantly Catholic area. The 
congregations had banded together to 
form the Association for Shared 
Ministries, for economic reasons as well 
as support. Despite their own hardships 
these people spent the whole year in-
volved in outreach programs. 
These little churches were the site of 
the manual work each morning. They 
seemed to welcome the helping hands 
from Hope who labored at general 
repairs , painting, and putting in storm 
windows. 
But the location of the real work was 
Currie Woods, a low-income housing area 
consisting of seven high-rise structures 
housing 100 families each. It was not a 
cheery environment in which to raise a 
family. 
This is where the students from Hope 
were pulled from their sheltered lives to 
learn first-hand of "life in the fast lane." 
It is city life and it is a different culture, 
as is obvious from the names of the 
participants in the afternoon program: 
Artise, Poopie, Antoinette, Devon, Kissy 
and Wendall. They talked in their own 
dialect, omitting verbs or changing the 
usage entirely, as in "What you is?" 
The group of city kids varied not only in 
age (first through sixth grade), but also 
in numbers (12 to 25). They also varied in 
friendliness, hostility, receptiveness, 
interest, independence, discipline and 
degrees to which they were "hardened" 
and "street wise." 
Typically, the afternoon session began 
with some singing, accompanied by 
guitar, trumpet or trombone. After a few 
hearty rounds of "Deep and Wide" (in 
reference to God's love) and a few games, 
the group would be exposed to a biblical 
message. At times this was portrayed 
through skits, with the aid of drawings, or 
told in storybook fashion. 
The leaders learned not only that they 
had to express their thoughts at gut level 
and in a simplistic manner, but that they 
had to be flexible as well. 
The 10 did have some spare time for 
themselves, usually during the evenings. 
This gave them the chance to spend a 
little time with other church families 
across the river in Manhattan. They 
visited such famous sites as Saint 
Patr ick 's Cathedral and the Metropolitan 
Museum. They also had the opportunity 
to view the Broadway ipusical "Ain't 
Misbehavin." The "bright lights and 
promises" of New York City were wit-
nessed from atop the Empire State 
Building. 
Those more venturesome tackled the 
Port Authority Trans Hudson. Two 
decided to try the night life Times Square 
offered on New Years ' Eve. In fact , one 
even managed to strategically position 
himself in front of NBC's TV cameras , 
and was viewed on TV in New York. 
Most importantly, this trip allowed the 
participants not only to give of their time 
and talents, but also to receive many 
valuable insights themselves. The old 
saying goes, "Rome wasn' t built in a 
day" ; similarly, the group found that one, 
or 10 for that matter , cannot tell all about 
the greatness of God in eight days. It is 
not as easy as one of those Dale Carnegie 
courses which give 10 easy steps for 
winning friends and influencing people. 
As one member put it. "Though there 
were no concrete resuks, we viewed our 
efforts as just another brick in the wall ." 
Another member was impressed with 
the "stick-to-it-ive-ness" of the five 
dwindling churches, which seemed to 
sense the urgency of their work. She cited 
this Biblical passage to support the way 
she came to view them: 
Though they have been going through 
much trouble and hard times, they have 
mixed their wonderful joy with their 
deep poverty, and the result has been 
an overflow of giving to others. They 
not only gave what they could afford 
but f a r more: and I can testify that they 
did it because they wanted to, and not 
because of nagging on my part. — II 
Corinthians 8:2-3 
Van Iwaarden serves on panel 
John Van I w a a r d e n , a s s o c i a t e 
professor of mathematics, has served on 
the National Science Foundation as a 
review and evaluation panelist for its 
Comprehens ive Ass is tance to Un-
dergraduate Science Education program. 
The panel, which met in Los Angeles 
Jan . 15 to 17, awarded more than $14 
million to colleges and universities 
nationwide for specific improvements in 
programs, and equipment based on 
submitted proposals. 
Van Iwaarden served as one of 10 panel 
leaders in the evaluation process. 
He joined the Hope staff in 1961 and this 
school year is on leave to the computer 
science department of California State 
Univerrsity in Northridge. 
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The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation of 
New York, NY, and The William and 
Flora Hewlett Foundation of Menlo Park , 
have awarded Hope a $150,000 challenge 
grant. It will be used for faculty and 
curricular development. 
These grants a r e contingent upon Hope 
raising an additional 450,000 over the next 
three years. The total amount of 600,000 
will be placed in the college's endowment 
fund and designated the "President ' s 
Discretionary Fund." The income is to be 
used for institutional renewal, primarily 
for faculty and curricular development. 
"These grants will play a vital role at 
Hope in the years ahead ," said Hope 
president Gordon Van -Wylen. "The 
concept of on going self-renewal is a very 
creative approach to addressing our 
concern for the long-term strength and 
vitality of Hope as a liberal ar ts college." 
It is the second major grant awarded to 
Hope by the Mellon Foundation. In 1974 
the college received a $160,000 i r an t for 
faculty development. That grant allowed 
the college to strengthen its faculty 
growth programs in a number of areas. 
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation is 
the result of the consolidation in 1969 of 
Old Dominion Foundation into Avalon 
Foundation with the name of the lat ter 
being changed to the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation. Avalon Foundation had been 
founded by Ailsa Mellon Bruce, daughter 
of Andrew W. Mellon, in December of 1940 
as a common law charitalbe trust. In 1954 
it was incorporated under the mem-
bership Corporations Law of the State of 
New York. 
Old Dominion Foundation had been 
established in 1941 under the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia by Paul 
Mellon, A Pittsburgh financier who 
served as Secretary of the Treasury from 
1921-1932. 
The William and Flora Hewlett 
Foundation was formed in 1966. Hewlett 
was a co-founder in 1939 of the Hewlett-
Packard Co., a leading manufacturer of 
electronics equipment. 
"Hope continues to a f f i rm its com-
mitment to excellence," said Van Wylen. 
"We recognize that accomplishing this in 
the decades ahead will not only call for 
our best efforts, but also for creativity, 
imagination and vision through an on 
going program of self-renewal." 
"Our most important resource is 
people," he continued. "This grant will 
allow us to undertake programs that 
directly relate to the professional 
development of faculty and s ta f f . " 
Robert DeYoung, vice president of 
development and college relations, 
acknowledged that raised funds to match 
this challenge grant will occur at the 
s a m e time the college faces the challenge 
of providing a facility to replace Van 
Raalte Hall, which was destroyed by fire 
last April. 
"We have confidence, however, that 
many alumni, friends and foundations 
will perceive the strategic opportunity 
this challenge grant provides for con-
tinued development of the excellence of 
the college in the years ahead, and that 
funds will be provided to achieve this 
goal," sai(H)eYoung. 
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NCAA vs. AIAW-take your pick M 
by Eva Dean 
If yoa a r e heavily involved in ERA, can 
understand the use of many ab-
breviations in one sentence', or a re Just 
plain interested in college sports, then the 
controversy between the Nat ional 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
and the Association for Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (AIAW: the words 
" f o r " a r e often emphasized) over the 
control of women's championships will 
definitely raise your eyebrow. A recent 
vote (January 1980) by the NCAA to 
initiate Division II and III national 
championships for women has been 
passed and will be effective beginning in 
1981. But the AIAW has some thoughts of 
their own. 
A brief historical background may 
better provide some of the basic facts 
which a re involved in this dilemma. In 
the late 60s and early 70s there were no 
exist ing athletic organizations for 
women's sports. Women competed on an 
inter-league level but there were no 
organized contests to determine a 
champion. When the NCAA was asked to 
help they refused the offer. 
Finally, in 1971, the AIAW was founded 
44to provide fair and equitable national 
championship" strictly for women. 
"Many thought this organization would 
never get off the ground," explained Anne 
Irwin, Hope's AIAW representative, "but 
as it now stands the AIAW is the largest 
athletic organization in the country. It 
has roughly 970 members , about 200 
memberships larger than the NCAA." 
Irwin went on to explain that one of the 
reasons for the larger membership might 
be that men 's teams have an alternative 
to NCAA (the NAIA, National Association 
for Intercollegiate Athletics), whereas 
women's teams only have one choice, the 
AIAW. But in 1973 many got fed up with 
having only one choice and asked the 
NCAA to step in. They again refused. This 
request for the NCAA's help was sub-
mitted every year a f t e r 1973 and finally in 
1980 the vote passed. 
So af ter nearly 10 years of haying no 
organized participation with women's 
sports, the NCAA, on its 75th anniversary, 
wants to step in. This move frightens the 
AIAW. for they fear a take-over of their 
organization might result. Irwin said 
there are many things to look at before 
deciding which organization to join and it 
Is these factors which comprise the dif-
ferences between the NCAA and AIAW. 
Fir$t of all, ^ if' one looks at how 
organized the NCAA is for this new 
change and then sees, how the AIAW has 
conducted things in the past 10 years, 
there will be no doubt in any person's 
mind which organization to stay with. 
According to P a m Sedwick's article in 
"Athletics Arise," the NCAA's proposal is 
to have championships for five sports 
(basketball, volleyball, swimming, track-
field and field hockey) in Division II and 
III, while the NAIA will pffer cham-
pionships for 10 sporty in their only 
division. 
In no way does this measure up to the 39 
championships offered in 17 different 
§ports in the three divisions of the AIAW, 
and a duplication of the AIAW's 150 
regionals and more than 750 state 
championships is yet to be seen. Also, 
Irwin stated that the championships 
organized by the NCAA are just mere 
copies of what the AIAWT is already doing: 
"If the NCAA is going to start something 
for women it ought to be new." 
But according to Gordon Brewer, 
Hope's NCAA representative, the com-
mittees used to arrange women's 
championships a re still working on 
something better to follow the guidelines 
for female athletes. 
Secondly, Irwin suggested that there is 
a psychological difference behind this 
controversy. This difference is the degree 
of concern expressed for the student 
athlete. She stated that the AIAW has a 
great concern for its athletes and con-
sequently lets them voice their opinions 
openly at national meetings. She also 
bragged that the AIAW is the "only 
organization that gives an avenue of 
appeals ." 
This means, for example, that if a 
player becomes ineligible under her 
school's standards, tjien she can take her 
problem to the AIAW and request an 
appeal of the ruling. 
Brewer said the NCAA accepts appeals 
also, except not from the students 
themselves. The student must relay his 
problem to his school's NCAA In-
termediary, who then relays the appeal to 
a committee. Brewer stated that the 
NCAA likes to get things straightened out 
on-campus first before they a r e presented 
at NCAA meetings; 
Institutional control is the name of the 
game for the NCAA, and student voices 
a re always heard if they come f rom the 
school f i rs t , not directly f rom student to 
NCAA meetings. > e 
The third and most prominent dif-
ference is the omnipresent problem with 
money. If one were to compare the NCAA 
to the AIAW on financial te rms then the 
results would be something like com-
paring the Vanderbilts to the Hooverville 
hobos. Since the NCAA is an elderly 
organization, it is very wealthy, ex-
tracting much of its money from TV 
contracts, marketing projects (NCAA 
sportswear) , and college dues; and since 
the AIAW is virtually still a babe, it has 
practically no money — just a small drop 
in the bucket, f rom college dues and a 
small TV contract with NBC. 
Irwin fears that if money becomes the 
main issue in this dispute then the AIAW 
might lose. After all, who in their right 
mind would stand by a business which is 
poor, when they can find one which is 
wealthier? 
The most influential difference is that 
of leadership, and this Is where ERA 
plays its role. If the NCAA keeps the 
governance plan it presently has for 
women, then on the average there will 
only be a 25 percent representation of 
women. Or, oh more basic terms, out of 
eight people on a committee only two will 
be women. This leaves little or no room 
for involvement by women in leadership, 
and thus diminishes the supply of role 
models for women athletes. 
4
 If the AIAW c a n ' t survive, many 
schools will go .with the s ingle 
organization, that being the NCAA. Irwin 
said this means there will only be one 
leader within a school and that leader will 
"usually be ma le . " This results in even 
fewer opportunities for women, which 
undermines the whole purpose of Title IX. 
(Title IX states that there is to be equal 
opportunity for both sexes In athletics.) 
Now all both organizations can do Is sit 
back and wait for choices to be made by 
colleges throughout the country. All 
schools have until 1985 to make up their 
minds about their placement. Until then 
both organizations are In a trial period. 
Presently. Hope's position Is " n o " to 
the NCAA governance. Both Irwin and 
Brewer feel that NCAA's organization 
just isn't good enough yet, and both agree 
that the overall consideration should be 
what is best for the women participants. 
No mat ter what side the questions a re 
aimed at, the response will always slant 
toward the questionee's respect ive 
organization. Brewer went on to s tate 
that Hope should keep an open mind 
about NCAA and watch their eventual 
progression or regression in the following 
years; Irwin feels that the NCAA has 
gotten all the years they've needed and 
that i t 's only fair that the AIAW get 75 
years to prove themselves, just as the 
NCAA did. 
Basically this conversion piece can be 
viewed in two ways: one, as two 
businesses slugging it out over patronage, 
or two, as one business taking its nose off 
its face and sticking it where it doesn't 
belong. For now the tossed coin is still in 
the air , and continuous talking to settle 
common ground is still being conducted. 
Certainly time can resolve this situation; 
maybe another vote or votes can redeem 
It. 
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Women's basketball up and down 
8-Pack, 12 oz. 
Fame 
Plus Dep . 
by Steve Underwood 
It was definitely an up and down week 
for the women's basketball team. After 
absorbing a 90-56 defeat at the hands of 
defending MIAA champ Adrian on J an . 
21, the Dutch rebounded to xlunk the 
hapless Hornets of Kalamazoo last 
Saturday 69-30. 
Hope took their 3-7 record (1-2 in MIA A) 
into this past Tuesday 's game with 
Calvin: They will t ravel to Alma Saturday 
before returning to entertain Olivet next 
Tuesday. 
The Dutch began the Adrian game a s if 
they were going to blow the Bulldogs off 
the court. They forced several early 
turnovers and got two quick buckets f rom 
Bridgette Knittel. With added scores 
f rom Jody Foy, Deb Fild and Robin 
Pfeiffer , Hope built a 10-6 leatf. But 
Adrian turned the tables with a tough 
back-court press and scored 14 points, 
answered only by a Faye Berens f r e e 
Iftrow, to gain a 20-11 advantage. 
But the Dutchwomen fought back. 
Baskets by Pfeiffer , Foy and Mary 
Schapp preceeded a three-point play by 
Cathy Fox to pull the Dutch within one a t 
21-20. But the rest of the half was all 
Adrian. Turnovers, lack of offensive 
rebounds and cold shooting In the la te 
going put Hope down 42-27 at the in-
tf .>4 * ^ 
termission.-
In the second half Hope hit the boards 
better, but Adrians' shooting went from 
good to great: 48 percent for the game, 
well over 50 percent in the second stanza. 
As a result. Hope never got any closer. 
However, aside from a few vital statistics 
(turnovers, field goal percentage and 
shot deficit), the Dutch didn't really look 
that bad. 
Foy had 14 points on six of 11 shots and 
two fseebies, while Pf ieffer made five of 
10 shots with five steals. 
Although the ineptitude of Kalamazoo 
contributed to Hope's margin of victory 
on Saturday, the Dutch played con-, 
siderably better. Hope got off 89 shots (28 
more than Kazoo), and, although shooting 
just 33 percent a s a team, their top five 
scorers shot 44 percent combined. The 
Dutch won the rebounding battle 63-36 
and committed just 27 turnovers, a 
season low. 
Pfeiffer and Foy again starred. Each 
had 13 points and five steals. Cathy Fox (9 
pts., 10 rebs.), Schaap (8 pts., 9 rebs.), 
Knittel (8 pts., 9 rebs.) , Annette Groenik 
(9 rebs.) and Faye Berens all had fine 
games. Coach Snyder seems pleased with 
her team's general progress, especially 
with the 19 fast breaks they got off against 
Kazoo. 
" .. t- -rr-v * . . 
Snyder was also pleased with the play 
of her junior varsity, which fell to 
Adrian's JV last Tuesday 68-55, then took 
Grand Rapids School of Bible and Music 
50-46 last Friday. They were the JV ' s first 
two outings. 
Against Adrian, Lora Hanson and Mary 
Foy paced the scoring with 12 and 10 
points, while Jeannine Pilon and Groenik 
grabbed 15 and nine rebounds, respec-
tively. 
In the GRSBM game', the team shot a 
fine 39 percent. The younger Foy again 
paced the effort with 17 points and 11 
rebounds. Harper (13 points) and Groenik 
(19 rebounds) also stood out. 
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One more time. Again last week the 
men 's basketball squad endured a 
rollercoaster week as they put notches in 
each column by drawing their record out 
to 6-6 af ter a 79-72 loss to Alma and a 77-70 
defeat of the Adrian Bulldogs. 
The key factor in each game was the 
shooting percentage from the field. They 
were able to manage a 47-percent clip 
from the field in the Adrian contest as 
compared to only 39 percent for the 
Bulldogs. On the other hand, Hope could 
only manage 37 percent against Alma, 
while the Scots hit 47 percent for the 
game. 
Last Wednesday's game against Alma 
star ted off in fine fashion as Dale Wolfe 
immediately put Hope ahead 2-0 with the 
opening bucket only moments a f te r Matt 
Neil controlled the tip. 
Alma immediately countered to knot 
the score, which was indicative of the 
first half as the Civic scoreboard read 38-
37 with 1:19 to play in the half. A three-
point play by Neil opened things up a bit 
for the Dutch and they took a 43-39 lead 
into the locker room. 
The second half was a mirror image of 
the first , with the teams virtually trading 
buckets for 12 minutes. Then, with eight 
minutes to go in the contest, the Scots 
came alive a s they outscored the Orange 
and Blue 13-1 to take»a 76-64 advantage 
with 4:17 left. 
Hope gently whittled away at the lead 
as they cut Alma's lead td six, 76-70, with 
a liUle over two minutes to go. From this 
point on Hope had numerous chances to 
catch the Scots, but the ball would not fall 
for any of the Flying Dutchmen's shots, 
including those from inside five feet from 
the bucket, and Hope fell to 1-1 in MIAA 
play. ^ 
Saturday 's Adrian contest saw Hope 
pull away gradually from the now 1-13 
Bulldogs as they led the home squad 33-22 
at the half. The Flying Dutchmen led a t 
one stage, of the second half by 21 points 
a s the smoother Hope squad simply 
dominated the contest. 
\ d r i a n was able to pull within five with 
1:30 left in the contest, but the Hope squad 
"kept its cool" and preserved the victory. 
Neil had an outstanding week for Hope, 
as he scored 23 points in the Alma contest 
and a career-high 25 points at Adrian. 
Both were af ter his move to center, where 
he uses his strength and quickness 
against generally taller centers, a s he 
stands a relatively (for the position) short 
6 feet, 4 inches. 
Scott Benson also had a superb week, 
scoring 16 and 22 points in the respective 
contests. 
Hope now faces league-leading Calivn 
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Civic Center, the 
s a m e site where Hope last yea r defeated 
the Knights af ter 10 years of famine for 
Hope in Hope-Calvin battles. 
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Two time wrestler of the week, Jeff Machelia tightens his hoW on a Heidelberg 
wrestler during the 167 pound match. Jeff won by a pin In 4:20. (photo by Randy 
Warren) 
Wrestlers winners 
by Randy Warren 
The wrestling team scored a decisive 
44-12 victory over Grand Rapids Baptist 
this last Saturday. Starting with an 18-
point advantage because of three forfeit 
More than just a game 
by Mark Spencer 
The word " r iva l " is a common ex-
pression that holds a similar meaning for 
most everyone — when uttered, the word 
brings to mind such synonyms as 
"competi tor" or "antagonist ." But the 
term "r iva l , " in a different and perhaps 
obsolete context, can also mean a 
"companion in duty." The Hope-Calvin 
basketball series, matching two Western 
Michigan schools of similar (though not, 
it must be emphasized, identical) 
Christian philosophy, satisfies both of 
these defintions to the letter. 
Though not the oldest basketball rival 
of Hope's, Calvin is, year in and year out, 
undoubtedly the most important. Ever 
since the intial contest in 1917 (a lopsided 
55-10 Hope victory) the game has taken on 
a special meaning for the two institutions 
and their followers. 
The mere mention of the other school 
elicits in the alumni of both campuses 
similar responses: a sign of recognition; 
a snickering smile; a snide remark or 
two. Such are the ingredients of a rivalry. 
Building on the momentum of that first 
eventful triumph, the powerful Flying 
Dutchmen continued to dominate the 
early years of the series in a like fashion. 
Led by such standouts a s Russ Devette 
(MIAA MVP in 1947) and Don Mulder 
(MVP of '48), Hope ran up s t reaks of 
consecutive winning campaigns that 
reached a peak of 15 in 1949-50. 
Over that 15-year t ime f r ame , the 
Dutchmen recorded six MIAA cham-
pionships while winning a t a balmy 73 
percent clip. Calvin, though certainly 
proving to be a " thorn" in the Dut-
chmen's sides, seemed only a detour in 
the path of many great Hope seasons. 
Despite many close games, some going 
down to the final buzzer, by and large the 
Orange and Blue held the upper hand. 
But in the 50s and 60s things started to 
get a bit " rougher ," since great rivalries 
a r e never one-sided. Hope continued its 
winning ways behind the exploits of 
players such as Ray Ritsema, Glenn and 
Clare Van Wieren arid later Floyd Brady. 
In fact, in one 12-year stretch the Dutch 
brought home nine MIAA trophies. 
But when the Dutchmen weren' t 
"bringing home the gold," so to speak, 
the Calvin Knights usually were. The 
Knights chipped away a t the significant 
Hope victory margin, but as the decade of 
the 60s came to a close, Hope still held the 
advantage. 
Then " i t " came: the dreaded, infamous 
streak that marked the end of Hope pre-
eminence over Calvin. It began ra ther 
innocently with a Calvin win early in the 
1969 league season. "No big deal ," 
thought many "Hollanders," "we'll get 
'em next t ime." Or so all the loyal Hope 
rooters thought. 
Instead, that phrase became the 
desperate war cry of the Dutch sup-
porters for the next 10 years. As if by 
magical enchantment, Calvin began to 
win both s ea sona l g a m e s wi th 
remarkab le consistency. Firs t six . . . 
then 12 . . . and finally, incredibly, un-
bearably, 22 straight Dutch defeats 
became a scar of embar rassment no 
Hopeite could live down. 
It took one of the finest moments in the 
history of Hope athletics to finally end 
" the curse ." In February of last year the 
resurgent Dutchmen, riding the crest of a 
school-record 10-game winning s t reak, 
upset the much taller Knight squad, who 
eventually tallied a 22-5 record. 
In winning by a 65-57 count, the Dutch 
ended over a decade of despair for the 
Hope fans. For most, the sense of pride 
was indescribable. 
Why is the Calvin game so important? 
What sets it apar t f rom the ' ' average" 
game? To many, the contest is not just a 
basketball game; it constitutes, rather, a 
battle of ideologies. This, I should point 
out, is not a totally secular phenomena. 
Also, the Dutch as a people have always 
shown a deep determination to overcome 
obstacles. When this competitive nature 
is turned against itself, the result is an 
outpouring of spirit and emotion that is 
the very fabric of what Hope-Calvin is all 
about. 
It is, in every sense of the word, a truly 
great Division III rivalry. Hopeites now 
hope that the cyclic pendulum of 
momentum )ias,- at long last, finally 
turned back in Hope's favor — at least for 
the moment. 
wins, Hope was never behind. 
After Doug Lehman picked up the 
forfeit win at 118 pounds, Jeff Gaikema 
scored a decisive 18-3 win at the 126-pound 
weight class. Brad Conrad pinned his 
man in 4:36 at the 142-pound weight class 
and Randy Phaler scored a 7-4 win at 158 
pounds. 
Hope's other wins came at 167 pounds, 
with Jeff Macheila getting a fall in 2:44, 
and a 4:19 pin by George Harper at 190 
pounds. Kevin Anderson and Garry 
Visscher picked up the other forfeit wins 
a t 177 pounds and heavyweight , 
respectively. 
Earl ier in the week, the wrestlers 
traveled to Olivet for a tri-meet with the 
powerful Olivet team and Heidelberg 
College from Ohio. Hope was disap-
pointed in both matches, coming out on 
the losing end 30-17 against Olivet and 
losing by just one point 25-24 to 
Heidelberg. Against Olivet, Brad Conrad 
(142 pounds) pinned his man in 3:44, Jeff 
Gaikema (126 pounds) won 11-8, Garry 
Visscher (heavyweight) drew 4-4 and 
Doug Lehman (118 pounds) picked up a 
forfeit win. 
All of Hope's points came from pins 
against Heidelberg. Pinning for Hope 
were Jeff Gaikema in 4:40, Randy 
Warren in :50, Jeff Machelia in 4:20 and 
Garry Visscher in 3:07. The wrestlers 
traveled to Adrian last night and get 
Saturday off before hosting arch-rival 
Calvin at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 4, at the 
Dow Center. 
n 
Women's intramurals 
First semester of the 1980-1981 school 
year proved to be quite exciting for the 
women's intramural program. 
In football action, 12 teams competed 
for the championship title, with the 
women of Phelps Hall coming out on top. 
The volleyball crown went down to the 
wire on the final night of play, with th ree 
of the 14 teams competing for the 
championship. Last year ' s champs, the 
Faculty Dames, proved to be number one 
once again, with Phelps Hall and third 
floor Kollen right behind. 
For the men 's in t ramural action the 
football season was led by a t eam of in-
dependents called Pro jec t Phillip. The 
racquetball tournaments have not been 
completed yet. 
DUE TO THE NOTORIETY of his name, coupled 
with an unknown and quite forgettable face, 
Tommy L. was recently invited to appear with 
Karl Maiden in an American Express com-
mercial. Hpwever, due to his refusal to reveal 
the remaining letters of his last name in 
public. Tgcpmy was turned down at the last 
moment. Tragically disappointed, Maiden 
placed Tommy under arrest by the authority of 
the FCC. • 
DROP-IN TIMES at the Academic Skills Center 
have been scheduled for 12:30-1:30 Monday 
through Friday and 3:30-4:30 Monday through 
Thursday. These hours are available to 
anyone who needs assistance with writing, 
study techniques. Information on the 
Academic Skills Center . . . . The Academic 
Skills Center, located in the basement of Van 
Zoeren Library, welcomes students on a first 
come-first serve basis during these hours; 
other times are available by appointment. 
WANTED-WAITRESS and kitchen help. Apply 
in person. Papa Fazool's Italian Ristorante and 
Plzxo Works, 77 Eighth Street. 
COSMOS--Missing something? 
BRUCE TANIS'-Now, if only you could op-" 
preciate the girls who didn't fit in any of your 
categories. I'd be happy to run into you, but do 
you measure up to my standards? 
WANTED--Several individuals interested in 
working as ushers and security personnel at 
the Pure Prairie League Concert Feb. 28. For 
more information contact Jeff Holm. 392-5700. 
COME ON GIRLS-Those resumes just^pren't 
coming In. Don't be shy. Send today. All 
replies kept confidential.-J.G. and B.D., 
Kollen El 13. ; — / " % 
MARLENE GLICKERT. a professional color 
analyst from NYC, wil l be here Feb. 18, 19 and 
20. She wilt give a short lecture and then 
individually analyze each person by their 
eyes, hair color and complexion. Learn to 
enhance your looks by wearing the right 
colors for you. Cost is ,20. Pre-registration 
Feb. 2. Call Donna, 392-5416. 
